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Two excellent dance concerts:
Ririe-Woodbury’s Fill in the Blank;
Repertory Dance Theatre’s
Emerge: Sounds Delightful

The Utah Review offers reviews of two dance concerts: the live

performance of Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s Fill in the

Blank and Repertory Dance Theatre’s Emerge concert film. 

RIRIE-WOODBURY DANCE COMPANY: FILL IN THE

BLANK

In a word. Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s Fill in the Blank

concert was superb. Tremendous emotional intensity propelled

the enthralling pace of the entire program, comprising a world

premiere by a Utah choreographer and former dance artist of

the company, a Utah premiere of a work inspired by a classic

film from the 1960s and the company’s first performance of a

repertoire work in its entirety. 

In the Regent Street Black Box Theatre of the Eccles Theater,

By  Les Roka  - February 8, 2022  2
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the company’s six dance artists exhibited a strong cohesive

chemistry in their ensemble work— a notable achievement

considering that five of them have joined within the last two

seasons. 

I can see myself, Andrea Miller. Ririe-Woodbury Dance

Company. Photo Credit: Stuart Ruckman.

The world premiere of coincidences, when we meet up by jo

Blake with an original score by locally based composer Trevor

Price effectively established the theme behind the concert’s

title. How does one overcome feeling awkwardly self-conscious

and steadily gain confidence in the way they move and

communicate with others who are familiar or new in their circle

of relationships? Blake sets movement that elegantly replicates

the gradual organic character of finding the ideal comfort zone

in relationships and interactions, especially when times and

events are as complicated as they have been within the last

couple of years. The trio for the final performance during the

run comprised Peter Farrow, Megan McCarthy and Fausto

Rivera. They made a convincing portrayal of achieving that

fluid seamless goal we desire in our interactions as the space

encompassing the movement tightened for more intimate

impact. The black box space enhanced the exquisite chamber

ensemble vibe of Blake’s tender, sensitive artistic vision.
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Filling in the blank for the performance of Andrea Miller’s I can

see myself, a 2010 work (formerly known as Pupil Suite and

the reconstruction by Haley Sung and Dan Walczak), this

reviewer recommends a barnburner of epic fabulous

proportions. The company’s six artists (Peter Farrow, Megan

McCarthy, Fausto, Rivera, Corinne Lohner, Alexander Pham,

Miche’ Smith) picked up and amplified the energetic response

coming from the audience. During the pandemic, the company

has produced several excellent concert films but nothing

replaces the heartfelt exuberance of the performance of Miller’s

rollicking, sassy, sexy, smart creation. The work is grueling and

complex, set to the driving back beats of the Israeli band

Balkan Beat Box. It leaves a narrow margin for error in

rhythmic and synchronizing precision. Also, the work succeeds

when the dance artists embrace the theatrics of the moment,

with gestures, facial expressions and glimpses of their genuine

personalities. 

coincidences, when we meet up, jo Blake. Ririe-Woodbury

Dance Company. Photo Credit: Stuart Ruckman.

The live performance of Miller’s work in its entirety was delayed

because of the pandemic. But, the company presented a

section of it in last season’s closing film concert Cadence. At

https://www.theutahreview.com/two-memorable-season-closing-films-repertory-dance-theatres-homage-ririe-woodbury-dance-companys-cadence/
kpruitt
Stamp
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the time, The Utah Review noted, “Don’t miss McCarthy’s solo,

which brings the zany pace to an abrupt halt in the middle, as

she struggles to recover her stance after her legs go limp and

she contorts herself, only to fall back once again. Oh, to have

McCarthy’s flexibility.” Seeing it live reaffirmed this

assessment.

The theatrical impact was as evident in the Utah premiere of 

Look Who’s Coming to Dinner, a 2019 work by Stefanie Batten

Bland and reconstructed by Latra Wilson, along with an original

score by Paul Damian Hogan. Set around a dinner setting, the

work is inspired by Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner?, the 1967

film directed by Stanley Kramer which revolved around an

interracial relationship. The film was released in the same year

that the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Loving v. Virginia that

laws banning interracial relationships violated the 14th

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

Look Who’s Coming to Dinner, Stefanie Batten Bland. Ririe-

Woodbury Dance Company. Photo Credit: Stuart Ruckman.

Bland’s work is an excellent complement to Blake’s premiere

presented earlier in the evening. The work begins with the

dancers acting nervously and uncomfortably, once they remove

their masks. Dinners, especially in a setting similar to the

kpruitt
Stamp
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premise of the film, can unfold like tentative choreography,

with each participant excruciatingly conscious of every gesture,

word, or interaction involved in this social dance. Once the

tables are flipped on their side to become doors, the work’s

rhythm and momentum slow to a churning point of tension, not

unlike the narrative arc in the film. Bland’s work also magnifies

a theme that often has not been discussed about the 1967 film

and that points to gender inequality, which became just as

apparent in the narrative when the father, realizing that he

never again will be able to tell his daughter what to do, tells

her to shut up during the dialogue when he finally gives his

blessing to the marriage. 

The concert also was recorded and is available for on-demand

viewing with purchased access. For more information, see the

Ririe-Woodbury website.

REPERTORY DANCE THEATRE: EMERGE: SOUNDS

DELIGHTFUL

Normally, the first weekend of the new year has featured a live

edition of Emerge, which encompasses short works created by

dance artists of Repertory Dance Theatre (RDT). But, the rapid

surge in COVID-19 cases at the time scrapped the live

performances and last week the company released a film of the

works, which is now available with a purchased ticket until

March 6.

As mentioned in a preview published last month at The Utah

Review, the theme of this year’s Emerge was to feature works

inspired by familiar music of the 1930s and 1940s. The results

became a delightful panoply of styles and genres, with names

such as Artie Shaw, Bing Crosby, Duke Ellington, Glenn Miller,

Billie Holiday and composers including Carl Orff and Samuel

Barber.

https://www.ririewoodbury.com/performances/current-season/item/448-fill-in-the-blank
https://rdtutah.org/
https://www.theutahreview.com/featuring-music-from-the-1930s-1940s-repertory-dance-theatre-set-to-open-2022-portion-of-season-with-emerge-sounds-delightful/
https://www.theutahreview.com/featuring-music-from-the-1930s-1940s-repertory-dance-theatre-set-to-open-2022-portion-of-season-with-emerge-sounds-delightful/
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Hold, Kaley Pruitt. Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo Credit:

Sharon Kain.

The concert, in its sixth edition, fulfills in part a major

component of the dance artist’s contract for RDT. Since its

founding 56 years ago, the company not only has dedicated its

mission to preserving the historic canon of modern dance but

also to create work to build a diversified repertoire. Many of the

nearly 110 RDT alumni have become internationally known

choreographers and some have founded their own dance

companies producing works that have premiered on the RDT

stage.

The concert also featured a world premiere of Hold by Kaley

Pruitt, the winner of  RDT’s 2021 Regalia choreographer’s

competition. Pruitt set the work based on Samuel Barber’s

Adagio for Strings, as recorded by the New York Philharmonic

led by Leonard Bernstein. The 1936 work is one of the most

recognized from among 20th century American composers. 

In an earlier interview with The Utah Review, In thinking about

the movement for the composition, Pruitt says she focused on

the simultaneous presence of doubts, fears and hopes while

finding an opportunity to appreciate a joyous moment of life at

least for the moment without the regret of thinking too far

ahead. Indeed, she says it is meant as a healing moment, an
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opportunity to rebalance ourselves — dancers and audiences

included.

After Record End, Jonathan Kim and Ruby Cabbell. Repertory

Dance Theatre. Photo Credit: Sharon Kain.

The result was a remarkably faithful interpretation of the

musical structure in the Barber piece. There is a tentative,

almost thoroughly uncertain, crotchet movement that ascends

in the music and is passed around to the various players. The

rhythmic foundations shift as the music builds an arch and

Pruitt replicates this with impressive effect in the dancers. The

dance artists open up the movement space, replicating clearly

the crossovers suggested in the music. Pruitt succeeds at

heightening the already profound emotional foundation of the

music, most notably at the melodic peak of the music where

the bass line has been stripped out and the movement takes on

a near-ethereal floating sensation. The company responded

fully to the poignant demands of this outstanding

interpretation. 

Some of the short works created by RDT dance artists

capitalized handsomely on the straightforward structures of Big

Band and swing music with its well-defined melodies, back

beats and driving rhythmic structure. 
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The concert opener, choreographed by RDT artistic associate

Nicholas Cendese, featured Utah Valley University dance

students who had participated in RDT’s Winterdance Workshop.

It was a delightful aperitif in salute of the Glenn Miller sound

that was an icon for the period. In Hobbledehoy, Lindsey Faber

and Megan O’Brien were charming as newcomers scurrying out

of a pile of clothes in movement set to Star Dust by Artie Shaw

and Small Fry by Bing Crosby and written by Johnny Mercer.

The large prop piles subsequently were donated to a local

clothing drive. 

Nascent, Kareem Lewis. Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo

Credit: Sharon Kain.

RDT dance artists did solid justice to the music they selected.

Lauren Lenning set Billie Holiday’s Willow, Weep for Me for

students she has mentored at the Creative Arts Academy.

Daniel Do deftly crafted a lovely compilation of solos and

ensembles for guest dance artists Kenzie Allred, Madaline

Maravillas and Alicia Trump, featuring music by Holiday, Miller,

Ella Fitzgerald and the Delta Rhythm Boys and the Harold Arlen

classic (Somewhere) Over the Rainbow, as sung by Judy

Garland. 
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Some of the other RDT artists took different paths, with

absorbing and satisfying results. In The Afternoon, performed

by Ursula Perry and choreographed in collaboration with

Cendese, featured music by Sidney Bechet. Seated at times on

a small bench one might find in a park, Perry brought to life the

unique gravitational pull of Bechet’s music and how the

sequences of the 12-bars blues structure carry the movement

from one section to another. There is a stately, deliberate vibe

in the music and Perry telegraphed that perfectly.

Jonathan Kim’s After Record End, which he performed with

Ruby Cabbell, was a sophisticated, intelligent choreographic

morphing meditation about memories juxtaposing two different

musical representation of the time: Al Bowlly’s Remember Me,

as recorded by the Ray Noble Orchestra, and the Andante

movement of Ruth Crawford Seeger’s String Quartet. At first,

memories are clear, even piercing but as time progresses, they

become twisted, entangled and ever shifting amidst a mass

that becomes denser, and more dissonant with time. This was

bold, satisfying movement making. 

In The Afternoon, Ursula Perry (with Nicholas Cendese).

Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo Credit: Sharon Kain.

Dan Higgins’ Two Palomas and a French Slim is a blended
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sacred and sultry tribute to Duke Ellington’s Come Sunday.

Higgins incorporates the prop of a table into his movement but

he effectively uses it to transmit how a memory seemingly

constrained or boxed in can be liberated. How does one

embrace the juxtapositions or what might be restricting

contradictions in one’s life, especially as one cultivates and

nourishes the philosophy that propels not only their daily

existence but also their creative expression. Higgins could not

have picked a more appropriate Ellington song, intoxicating as

it is meditative in only the way that the great musician could

express. Come Sunday, which has ironically become a standard

in jazz religious services, is infused with the Black spiritual and

Scottish song traditions. Ellington resisted all dogma. He never

regretted the vices he enjoyed, including alcohol and smoking.

But, he was unquestionably a spiritual man, as encompassed in

Come Sunday. And, Higgins paid fine tribute to a song that

many Ellington enthusiasts consider to be the best he wrote.

Kareem Lewis also eschewed a familiar route by selecting O

Fortuna, the grand chorus that bookends Carl Orff’s massive

Carmina Burana. In Nascent, Lewis creates and performs a solo

that is as exciting and grandiose as the music itself. The

rhythms are simple but the structures that appear in the

chorus parts are what really catches the listener’s attention.

Likewise, Lewis does this beautifully in his choreographed

movement, which also carries the greatest impact for the

viewer. That main rhythmic pattern always stays and Lewis

capitalizes on it magnificently as the excitement in the music

builds. The melody is repetitive but then the cross rhythm that

sounds like a clock ticking away appears and Lewis zeros on

this perfectly. In the music’s final rush, the tierce de Picardie

chord gives that liberating sense of relief after the buildup of

enormous proportions — an effect that Lewis renders

memorably in his closing. 

For more information about purchasing access to the Emerge

concert film, see the RDT website. 

https://rdtutah.org/
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I am a native of Toledo, Ohio, having received my

Ph.D. in journalism and mass communication from

Ohio University's Scripps School of Journalism in

2002. In addition to teaching at Utah State

University and the University of Utah, I have worked

extensively in public relations for a variety of

organizations including a major metropolitan

university, college of osteopathic medicine, and

community college. When it comes to intellectual

curiosity, I venture into as many areas as possible,

whether it’s about music criticism, the history of

journalism, the practice of public relations in a Web

2.0 world and the soon-to-arrive Web 3.0 landscape,

or how public debates are formed about many issues

especially in the political arena. As a Salt Lake City

resident, I currently write and edit a blog called The

Selective Echo that provides an entertaining,

informative, and provocative look at Salt Lake City

and its cosmopolitan best. I also have been the U.S.

editorial advisor for an online publication Art Design

Publicity based in The Netherlands. And, I use social

media tools such as Twitter for blogging, networking
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Repertory Dance Theatre’s
Sojourn will feature world
premiere of 2022 Regalia
commission winner, newly
acquired repertoire work, reprises
of two recent commissions

A choreographic journey of spiritual, social and natural

connections, Sojourn, Repertory Dance Theatre’s (RDT)

forthcoming concert, will feature a world premiere by the 2022

winner of the company’s Regalia commission competition and a

newly acquired work from 2012 by an internationally acclaimed

choreographer, along with reprises of two RDT commissioned

pieces in recent years. 

Three performances of Sojourn will take place daily Nov. 17-19

at 7:30 p.m. in the Jeanné Wagner Theatre at the Rose Wagner

Center for Performing Arts.

For unset, the new commission that Tyler Schnese, the 2022
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winner of Regalia, is setting on RDT dancers, he says in an

interview with The Utah Review that he settled on “live, upbeat

and joyful” to “get them out of breath and sweating.” He

explains that watching one of the summer’s brilliant, multi-

hued sunsets over the Salt Lake valley inspired the short work. 

Tyler Schnese.

Still a relative newcomer to Utah, Schnese says that the

intensity of the sunset demanded a creative response. An

Appleton, Wisconsin native, Tyler Schnese had returned to

school for the first time in seven years. He is in his second year

of his graduate studies at The University of Utah, working on

his master of fine arts degree in ballet, along with a certificate
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in gender studies. Schnese was a soloist with the Hessisches

Staatsballet in Wiesbaden/Darmstadt and later, Gibney Dance

Company in New York City. 

He knew immediately what type of music he wanted for the

commissioned piece. But, he wondered if the artist would agree

to permitting the music track to be used as scoring for the

piece. The disco-inspired track was Thoughts Wasted by Róisín

Marie Murphy, an Irish singer, songwriter and record producer. 

“I follow her on Instagram and I messaged her that I was a

huge fan of her work and was curious if I could use this track,”

he recalls. “She messaged me back and said that she would

love it.”

The track has a techno symphonic feel perfect for the sort of

choreography Schnese envisioned. He also designed the

costumes for the work, including tights dyed in various shades

of blue and patterned nylon tops. “It’s a classic example of the

budget friendly aesthetic of dance culture,” he adds.

His career has been impressive in its versatility and

experiences with works of legendary and contemporary

choreographers. He was nominated in 2016 for the German

Stage Prize (Der Faust) in 2016 for his interpretation of the title

Watch on

Your browser can't play this video. 
Learn more

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvyOPtstmLg&feature=emb_imp_woyt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvyOPtstmLg&feature=emb_imp_woyt
https://www.youtube.com/supported_browsers
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role in Tim Plegge’s Kaspar Hauser. He has facilitated

workshops in movement as a therapy for survivors of trauma

and he was worked as a choreographer, movement director,

and dancer on short films and music videos for Steve Aoki,

Sting, Damani Pompey, Naima Ramos-Chapman and Emma

Sophia Caymares. 

Cherylyn Lavagnino

kpruitt
Stamp
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A recent acquisition to RDT’s repertory, Triptych by Cherylyn

Lavagnino was choreographed in 2012. Triptych features

Reverence  an original score by longtime RDT collaborator Scott

Killian along with Finis Jhung. Internationally known for her

choreography and work with Cherylyn Lavagnino Dance, she

recently was a visiting dance professor at The University of

Utah.

In an interview with The Utah Review, Lavagnino says that

while she is not religious, she always sees “dance as a spiritual

place for me, where I have always felt most grounded, full and

inspired.”

Triptych emerged from her extended stay in Mexico. “I was so

impressed with the generous humanity I encountered and the

deeply spiritual and religious aspects of their lives,” she

explains. “Many moments in Triptych resonate with my

experiences of living down there. She remembers, for example,

the “wonderful simplicity,” as she describes it, where the

absence of convenient utilities was not a hindrance but an

opportunity to connect with the beauty of the place and

community. 

The work echoes some of her favorite memories from Mexico.

These include nighttime camping in the desert on the outskirts

https://www.cherylynlavagnino-dance.com/
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of a former silver mining village and a scene just outside of a

cathedral where parishioners enter by crawling on their knees.

“The icons in the work come from a human, not religious

standpoint,” Lavagnino adds. The female solo part might

remind some of the Virgin Mary, but Lavagnino casts the part

as representing any woman who has borne a child only to lose

that child before their time. Another might echo the scene

when Judas betrays Jesus but she casts the dancers instead as

an abstract representation of a relationship between two men

where the bonds of commitment have been broken by betrayal.

The image of males and females crawling on their knees is not

perceived just as a sacrificial act of religious supplication but as

a reminder of the flip side of the potential dangers of blind faith

where the individual is led falsely to believe in the redeeming

values of self-punishment or flagellation as the path to

salvation. 

Lavagnino says that she is thrilled that RDT has added the

work to the company’s repertoire. To set the work on RDT

artists, Lavagnino brought Claire Westby, a dance artist from

her company who has performed the female solo in Triptych.

“It is a remarkable company to work with,” Lavagnino adds.

“They were so invested in the work and emotionally available.

What is special about them is that they have the ability to

create emotional resonance without overdoing it. They were

both vulnerable and articulate enough to enter the work with

sophistication and professional maturity.”

kpruitt
Stamp
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From 2018: Say Their Names, Natosha Washington. 

Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo Credit: Sharon Kain.

Also appearing on Sojourn will be Say Their Names, set in 2018

by Natosha Washington, a choreographic response to the

injustices of the “stand-your-ground” laws. In a 2018 interview

with The Utah Review, Washington stated, “I am a very

optimistic person…But, I also didn’t want to hide the problem in

this work because I have had many frustrating and questioning

conversations about something that is so close to me. Yet,

there is a need for hope.” As she states in her program notes,

“Where will you stand when you hear their names?”

Washington marshals the formidable powers of dance and

music (experimental composer Max Richter and Luca

D’Alberto’s Consequences, a 2016 release that juxtaposes

punk-inflected electronics with acoustic classical instruments)

without the necessity of text or political speechifying to put the

full human face and impact on the issue. As important as the

protests and candlelight vigils are in activism, the white-clad

dancers manifest an unforgettable vision of the victims of

unjustified, inexcusable, racist violence whose memories will

not be erased and who will not rest until we confront our own

silence about it.

https://www.theutahreview.com/artistic-excellence-in-season-openers-for-ririe-woodbury-dance-company-repertory-dance-theatre/
kpruitt
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Hold, Kaley Pruitt. Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo Credit:

Sharon Kain.

Sojourn also will feature Hold by Kaley Pruitt, the winner of

RDT’s 2021 Regalia choreographer’s competition. Pruitt set the

work based on Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings, as recorded

by the New York Philharmonic led by Leonard Bernstein. The

1936 work is one of the most recognized from among 20th

century American composers.

In an earlier interview with The Utah Review, in thinking about

the movement for the composition, Pruitt says she focused on

the simultaneous presence of doubts, fears and hopes while

finding an opportunity to appreciate a joyous moment of life at

least for the moment without the regret of thinking too far

ahead. Indeed, she says it is meant as a healing moment, an

opportunity to rebalance ourselves — dancers and audiences

included.

The result was a faithful interpretation of the musical structure

in the Barber piece. There is a tentative, almost thoroughly

uncertain, crochet movement that ascends in the music and is

passed around to the various players. The rhythmic foundations

shift as the music builds an arch and the dance artists open up

the movement space, replicating clearly the crossovers

suggested in the music. 

A streaming-on-demand video offering, available with a

purchased ticket, also will become available Nov. 26. For

tickets and more information, see the RDT website.
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Les Roka

I am a native of Toledo, Ohio, having received my

Ph.D. in journalism and mass communication from

Ohio University's Scripps School of Journalism in

2002. In addition to teaching at Utah State

University and the University of Utah, I have worked

extensively in public relations for a variety of

organizations including a major metropolitan

university, college of osteopathic medicine, and

community college. When it comes to intellectual

curiosity, I venture into as many areas as possible,

whether it’s about music criticism, the history of

journalism, the practice of public relations in a Web

2.0 world and the soon-to-arrive Web 3.0 landscape,

or how public debates are formed about many issues

especially in the political arena. As a Salt Lake City

resident, I currently write and edit a blog called The

Selective Echo that provides an entertaining,

informative, and provocative look at Salt Lake City

and its cosmopolitan best. I also have been the U.S.

editorial advisor for an online publication Art Design

Publicity based in The Netherlands. And, I use social

media tools such as Twitter for blogging, networking

with journalists and experts, and staying current on

the latest trends in culture and news. I also have

been a regular monthly contributor to a Utah

business magazine, and I have recently conducted a
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Four excellent November
programs: NOVA Chamber Music
Series’ Britten and Shostakovich,
Gina Bachauer International
Piano Foundation’s Andrey
Gugnin, Repertory Dance
Theatre’s Sojourn, Spy Hop’s
20th anniversary PitchNic

November has been packed with concerts and presentations by

numerous local performing arts and culture organizations. Four

are reviewed in this roundup. This week, many organizations

are in the midst of various end-of-the-year fundraising efforts

and holiday season promotions for gift giving. Also, many local

groups will be participating in the National Giving Tuesday

(#GivingTuesday), which takes place tomorrow (Nov. 29). 

NOVA CHAMBER MUSIC SERIES: BRITTEN AND

SHOSTAKOVICH

By  Les Roka  - November 28, 2022  2
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crowning achievements: The Utah
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Pioneer Theatre Company’s A
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spiffy, enjoyable homage to holiday
film classic

A holiday evening of exuberant
magic: Ballet West’s The Nutcracker
becomes glorious world of fantasy
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In the first of two NOVA Chamber Music Series Gallery Concerts

this season, cellist Walter Haman and the Fry Street Quartet

made the solid case about why composers Benjamin Britten

and Dmitri Shostakovich epitomized a unique kinship.

Stellar and immaculately balanced at every turn in the G.W.

Anderson Family Great Hall at the Utah Museum of Fine Arts,

the performances of Britten’s Cello Suite No.1 and String

Quartet No. 1 along with Shostakovich’s String Quartet No.9

underscored the many layers of the friendship the composers

maintained, despite the obvious logistical problems presented

by the Cold War in the middle parts of the 20th century.

Chris Myers, of Argyle Arts, noted in his edifying program notes

for the concert how the composers managed to bridge the

distances to forge a friendship deeper than the professional

pillars upon which it was first formed: 

Both showed a natural attraction to the theater and narrative

music. Both showed a fascination with reinventing neglected

baroque and classical forms. Both spent a lifetime walking the

tightrope between innovation and tradition.

And each managed to achieve the great contradiction of

becoming the iconic symbol of their national musical

establishment while somehow remaining a rebel and social

outcast — Shostakovich due to his political satire and

resistance to Communist Party ideology, and Britten because of

his pacifism during the war and decision to live openly in a

committed relationship with Peter Pears at a time when

homosexuality was a criminal offense in the UK.

Haman opened the concert with Britten’s Cello Suite No.1,

which he wrote for Russian cellist Mstislav Rostropovich.

Describing the work as a series of six character pieces, Myers

explains how the four “cantos” framing the movements
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“function as a kind of toolbox, displaying the melodic and

harmonic elements that will be used in the course of the suite,

with each recurrence emphasizing different details.”

Haman’s deft execution was natural. His instincts brought out

the animated impact of numerous harmonic, pizzicato and col

legno elements. Haman’s sound was luxurious in its darker

wood tones and his cantos were spacious and elastic enough to

give cohesion to the suite’s entire architecture throughout

every movement.  

Fry Street Quartet.

The Fry Street Quartet, whose members also serve collectively

as NOVA’s music directors, should do a complete cycle of

Shostakovich’s 15 string quartets, as evidenced by its

performance of the composer’s String Quartet No. 9, which was

completed in the same year as Britten’s cello suite. In the not

always useful parlor game of ranking what people believe are

Shostakovich’s best string quartets, Nos. 8 and 4 consistently

end up at the top, and No. 9 is often near the bottom of the

list. But, as Myers’ notes highlight, the final movement’s fugue

leads to “a 200-bar crescendo into one of the most exhilarating

endings Shostakovich ever composed.”

kpruitt
Stamp
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The quartet’s performance accentuated properly all of the

work’s emotional swings, extricating the Shostakovich

trademarks of heartfelt lyricism morphing to simmering anger

and finally withering ferocity. The Fry Street Quartet’s supreme

commitment to sincerity of interpretation never wavered,

whether it was in the opening pizzicato, the intense Adagio, the

sprightly played Allegretto or the hurricane-like force of the

final movement.  

Likewise, the ensemble’s fidelity to Britten’s First String

Quartet, written in 1941 when the composer was 28, was just

as clear. It is impressive how Britten achieves the same

effortless impact when he switches emotions and moods. There

are definite Beethoven-like moments that periodically appear.

The nocturne vibe of the slow movement was soothing. For this

listener, the music was perfect accompaniment to taking in the

four large murals that grace the venue’s walls. The end of the

piece gives the quartet its one final chance to show off its

artistry, rounding out one of the year’s most splendid chamber

music outings. 

The next NOVA concert for its 45th season will be the second

Gallery Series offering featuring the Utah premiere of Iman

Habibi‘s Beloved of the Sky, a 2014 work inspired by the

paintings of Canadian artist Emily Carr and  Jessie

Montgomery‘s Source Code, a 2018 work; Dai Fujikura  ‘s  Prism

Spectra, a 2014 work for viola and electronics, designed to

mimic the movement of tropical fish in the sea, and Mozart’s

String Quintet in G Minor, K. 516. 

The Libby Gardner Hall Series concerts also resume in

February. For more information about tickets and upcoming

concerts, see the NOVA website.

GINA BACHAUER INTERNATIONAL PIANO FOUNDATION:

ANDREY GUGNIN

https://www.imanhabibi.com/beloved-of-the-sky-2/
https://www.imanhabibi.com/beloved-of-the-sky-2/
https://jessiemontgomery.com/works/
https://jessiemontgomery.com/works/
https://www.daifujikura.com/
https://www.daifujikura.com/
https://www.novaslc.org/
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So far, Gina Bachauer International Piano Foundation

Competition’s season of recitals featuring piano competition

gold medalists is a smashing success. The latest concert by

Russian pianist Andrey Gugnin thrilled a packed Jeanné Wagner

Theatre at the Rose Wagner Center for Performing Arts with

works by Rachmaninoff, Stravinsky and Ravel.

Gugnin, who won the Bachauer gold medal at the 2014

competition before taking similar honors in Sydney two years

later, is coming into his golden prime as a virtuoso. His

performance of Rachmaninoff’s Op. 32 book featuring 13 of the

24 Preludes was intelligent, cohesive and sensitive. Gugnin

projects the unmistakably Russian emotional signals of his

fellow countryman. The Preludes are in the bailiwick of every

international pianist of Gugnin’s caliber but Gugnin has his own

vision of elegance, drawing in the listener that there is a lot

more musically underlying the works of Rachmaninoff than the

virtuoso dash and flash or the overwrought melodrama

occasionally ascribed to late Romanticism. Gugnin offered

plenty of contrasts in the set, which made the listening

experience refreshing.

Earlier in the concert, Gugnin displayed plenty of bravura in the

Petrushka suite, featuring three movements that Stravinsky

transcribed from the original ballet score he wrote in 1911.

Gugnin shines a sharper light on the music, following his

instincts to bend and flex the rhythmic foundations, a privilege

for the solo musician working from a transcription of a score

that originally was written for full orchestra. 

https://bachauer.com/home/
https://bachauer.com/home/
https://gugnin.com/?country=USA
https://www.theutahreview.com/gina-bachauer-international-piano-foundations-gold-medal-season-opens-with-kuok-wai-2005-bachauer-young-artists-gold-medalist-in-all-schubert-program/
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Andrey Gugnin.

Gugnin’s performance of Ravel’s Sonatine showed inflections of

Russian character but he also balanced it wisely to extrude the

depths and substance of a work that many typically regard as

one of the lesser pieces of the French composer’s oeuvre.

There are motifs that would pop in Ravel’s later works,

including the far more familiar Le Tombeau de Couperin. 

The opener, popularly known as Bachmaninoff, was

Rachmaninoff’s transcription of three movements of Bach’s

Partita for Solo Violin in E Major, BWV 1066. Gugnin set the bar

for the evening, offering the right dose of panache while

executing all of the startling hand crossing passages and

driving this thrilling Romantic version of a Bach classic through

all of its virtuosic demands.  But the two encores were perhaps

the best moments of the evening. Gugnin performed the finale
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of Prokofiev’s Seventh Piano Sonata, which he performed eight

years ago at the Bachauer competition, and a stunning

rendition of Felix Blumenfeld’s Etude Op. 36, written for the left

hand alone.

In 2023, Changyong Shin, 2018 Bachauer gold medalist, who

performed a Bachauer-sponsored Carnegie Hall concert last

year, will perform March 10. His program will include sonatas

by Mozart and Schubert as well as Liszt’s virtuosic take on

Mozart’s Don Giovanni, including the famous aria Là ci darem la

mano. The season will close April 30 with a concert by Olga

Kern, the 2001 Cliburn Competition gold medalist.

Bachauer will hold its Music Is A Gift fundraiser on Dec. 1 at

the Mid-Valley Performing Arts Center in Taylorsville. For

tickets and more information about the remaining concerts for

the 2022-23 season, see the Bachauer website. 

REPERTORY DANCE THEATRE: SOJOURN

Sojourn, Repertory Dance Theatre’s (RDT) most recent concert,

was a fine example of an accessible, unintimidating, pleasing

program that inspires audiences to confidently embrace

contemporary dance. In a tight 70-minute concert with no

intermission, audiences saw a heartfelt world premiere, a

beautiful piece of choreographic imagery in a Utah premiere of

a work RDT recently acquired, the first live performance of a

2021 work that had its premiere on streaming video on

demand and the reprise of a 2018 work with a message that is

just as relevant and urgent as ever. Making the experience

even more elucidating were short video interviews with each of

the four choreographers.

https://bachauer.com/concerts/music-is-a-gift/
https://rdtutah.org/
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Tyler Schnese, choreographer, unset. 

Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo: Sharon Kain.

The world premiere was Tyler Schnese’s unset, a

choreographic ode to the unique vista we have living along the

Wasatch Front in Utah, watching magnificent sunrises and

sunsets. Schnese won the commission earlier this year in

Regalia, the company’s annual choreographer’s competition.

Featuring six of the company’s dancers, Schnese, with an

artistic background that includes ballet, inflected the work

nicely with elements that felt like ballet while keeping the

integrity of the contemporary dance form. The imagery of the

sun’s daily trajectory came through clearly, a suggestion of

resilience of coping with the day’s challenges and stresses and

then marking it with a communal gathering at a dance club at

day’s end. The work was set to a perfect choice for music:

Thoughts Wasted by Róisín Marie Murphy, an Irish singer,

songwriter and record producer. As noted in the preview,

Schnese was grateful for Murphy’s willingness to allow the

track to be used. Murphy, indeed, would be rightly flattered by

the outcome.  

The dancers shined just as prominently in the Utah premiere of

a recent acquisition to RDT’s repertory, Triptych by Cherylyn

Lavagnino, which was choreographed in 2012. There’s a

reverent spirituality in the work, evoked as much in the original

score Reverence by longtime RDT collaborator Scott Killian

along with Finis Jhung. In an earlier interview with The Utah

Review, Lavagnino explained how each section was inspired by

https://faculty.utah.edu/u1365469-TYLER_SCHNESE/teaching/index.hml
https://www.cherylynlavagnino-dance.com/
https://www.cherylynlavagnino-dance.com/
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her observations in Mexico, which covered secular as well as

religious expressions of community, faith and generosity.

Triptych’s striking aspect is how the dancers (particularly in

solo and  duet form) flawlessly transformed themselves into

figures, which one would find in the narrative panels of a

triptych artwork.

Cherylyn Lavagnino, choreographer, Triptych. 

Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo: Sharon Kain.

Fresh performances of two other recent additions to the

company’s repertoire, likewise, demonstrated the fine cohesion

in the current RDT ensemble. Natosha Washington’s Say

Their Names, Part I, which premiered in 2018, snapped more

precisely this time around as a magnificently considered

reflection on an issue that sadly remains the same in terms of

unresolved status and urgency – the injustices and biases of

the “stand-your-ground” laws and mentality. 

In Utah, there has been a spate of new works where

choreographers are more than just keen and astute in selecting

the music to emphasize the potency of their dance language.

Say Their Names is amplified effectively by music from

experimental composer Max Richter and Luca D’Alberto’s

Consequences, a 2016 release that juxtaposes punk-inflected

http://www.seethepenguinlady.com/about-natosha-washington
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electronics with acoustic classical instruments). Thus, the work

telegraphs Washington’s thematic message without the need of

spoken word. The dancers’ properly framed intuition, as well, is

eminently displayed.

Natosha Washington, choreographer, Say Their Names.

Repertory Dance Theatre. Photo: Sharon Kain.

Sojourn also featured the first live performance of Hold by

Kaley Pruitt, the winner of RDT’s 2021 Regalia

choreographer’s competition. Pruitt set the work based on

Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings, as recorded by the New

York Philharmonic led by Leonard Bernstein. The work received

its world premiere at the beginning of 2022 in Emerge, a

concert that originally was scheduled to be live but then

because of concerns about the numbers of COVID-19 cases,

was switched to a filmed concert.

No question the live performance truly brought forward the full

impact of Pruitt’s interpretation of one of the most famous

pieces by an American composer from the 20th century. Pruitt

had tweaked some of the original choroegraphed composition

in working with the dancers and the result was a smoother

representation of the crochet movement and the crossovers in

the Barber score. The most moving moment comes near the

http://www.kaleypruittdance.com/
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end – a perfect idealization of an ensemble which takes great

pains and discipline to ensure not only their own health and

safety but also the opportunity to perform live in an art form

that is capable of such emotional power. 

The concert is also available, for purchase, as a streaming

video on demand option. For more information, see the RDT

website link for Sojourn. 

SPY HOP: PITCHNIC 20th ANNIVERSARY

One of the most compelling things to consider, as Spy Hop’s

PitchNic program celebrated its 20th anniversary is the ever-

shifting frame of reference, which guides the young filmmakers

who create, produce, shoot and edit their narrative and

documentary short features. In its two decades, the PitchNic

film program at Spy Hop, the young filmmakers have amassed

an impressive record of awards and film festival appearances

for their short films, as previously highlighted at The Utah

Review. 

The Young Men’s Guide to Bloodsucking. 

Spy Hop, PitchNic 2022.

In this year’s class of four short films, there were plenty of

aspects to consider in these aspiring Gen-Z filmmakers. They

have spent practically their entire lives in social media and

https://rdtutah.org/show-item/sojourn/
https://rdtutah.org/show-item/sojourn/
https://spyhop.org/program/pitchnic/
https://spyhop.org/program/pitchnic/
https://spyhop.org/
https://www.theutahreview.com/spy-hop-productions-to-mark-20th-anniversary-of-pitchnic-with-nov-3-premiere-of-four-student-produced-short-films/
https://www.theutahreview.com/spy-hop-productions-to-mark-20th-anniversary-of-pitchnic-with-nov-3-premiere-of-four-student-produced-short-films/
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Myriad Dance Company’s Dream
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location; Fem Dance Company’s
State of Flux

MYRIAD DANCE COMPANY: DREAM SPARK

Truly a gratifying collaboration in the best sense of the word,

Myriad Dance Company’s Dream Spark could not have been a

more fitting opening for Dreamscapes in its newest location.

Now housed in the former Macy’s store at The Shops at South

Town in Sandy, Utah, the immersive art museum has been an

ongoing project of the Utah Arts Alliance.

Myriad’s dance artists were the last arts group to perform in

Dreamscapes’ previous location at The Gateway in downtown

Salt Lake City. That show Overslept: Obscura featured

excellent choreography that aligned with the design and

By  Les Roka  - August 23, 2022  1
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appearance of various chambers in the museum, which

features many ingenious examples of upcycled materials that

are repurposed for visual effect.

Myriad Dance Company, Dream Spark. Dreamscapes. Photo

Credit: Todd Collins Photography.

In the newest show, Myriad does wonderful justice to the

museum’s space, which is now five times larger than in

Dreamscapes’ downtown location. Again, R.J. Walker, who

provided the literary prompt for Myriad’s previous show, sets

the stage before visitors enter the museum, with a story about

Happyton, where is being affected by The Diminishing, a

gradual loss of colorful memories and the unfortunate creep of

dulled and desensitized imagination. It is the audience’s

reactions to the dancers that hold the key to sparking and

rejuvenating the power of dreams.

There is an elegant meta sensation to this show. The

choreographed movement telegraphs the rebirth of dreams, as

audience members navigate the enchanting chambers of

Dreamscapes’s greatly expanded labyrinth in its newest home.

Dancers appear in spaces, gently luring visitors through the

chambers, using silent gestures to encourage guests to open

up, for example, an old metal mailbox that has a miniature
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diorama. They position audience members for the best viewing

spots, when they dance on cubes, move through a hall of

mirrors, interact with a large dragon, or navigate a zigzagging

maze marked by plastic ropes of neon lights. There are

marvelous crowd-pleasing moments such as when the dancers

dive into and frolic about in a tank pool filled with balls, which

elevates the amusement arcade feel to an appealing aesthetic.

It is reminiscent of the old Hollywood aquamusicals, which

featured Esther Williams and synchronized swimming. The

dancers segue into a showcase of their contemporary dance

movement language. They are like the alluring sirens who

saved Odysseus and his crew in The Odyssey. Only, in this

instance, they are leading Happyton back to the ethereal

ecstasy of dreams, which are essential to our viability.

Myriad Dance Company, Dream Spark. Dreamscapes. Photo

Credit: Todd Collins Photography.

Myriad has effectively integrated the experiences of its past

Dreamscapes shows to hone the graceful flow that is

immediately evident in Dream Spark. The experience will

delight audiences of all ages.

The show will be performed again on Aug. 25. Tickets are

available for a staggered schedule of start times so visitors are

kpruitt
Stamp
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assured the ideal experience. Start times are available, in 15-

minute intervals, between 6:30 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. The

experience can last between 60 and 90 minutes.

Kendall Fischer is the company’s artistic director and the

company features the choreography of Fiona Gitlin, among

others. For tickets and more information, see the Show Clix

link.

FEM DANCE COMPANY: STATE OF FLUX

Once again, a Salt Lake City project-based dance company

demonstrates why dance artistry comprises such an impressive

segment of the performing arts scene in Utah. Presenting at

the Leona Wagner Black Box Theatre in the downtown Rose

Wagner Center for Performing Arts, the Fem Dance Company

featured two live works as well as two dance films

(screendances), for its State of Flux concert earlier this month.

Her newest work, Kaley Pruitt’s нет войне (which translates to

‘no to war’ in Russian), in part, is a response to the war in

Ukraine, now in its sixth month. But, Pruitt also astutely

examines the events in a richer depth of sociological context,

avoiding the usual binaries of good v. evil and instead focusing

on how Russian citizens do not blindly accept the

propagandistic claims of their government while trying to figure

out how they can protest and subvert such messages and still

manage to survive and carry on with their lives. Thus, she

weaves in excerpts from the texts of two NPR Rough

Translation broadcasts from earlier this year that epitomize

these circumstances: The Scarf and The Snuffbox and A Letter

of Unhappiness (which are read by Sara Hildebrand and

recorded in Russian).

https://www.showclix.com/event/-dream-spark-presented-by-myriad-dance-company
https://www.showclix.com/event/-dream-spark-presented-by-myriad-dance-company
https://www.facebook.com/femdanceco/
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нет войне by Kaley Pruitt. Alicia Ross (front) and Christi Harris

(behind). Photo Credit: Katie Bruce.

The choreography evokes the message’s purpose clearly, with

the well-positioned bits of text and elements representing

protests. The music is curated wisely, which includes material

from locally based composer Michael Wall as well as Nils Frahm

and Ann Muller, all versatile musicians whose compositions

make for effective complements to the movement phrases and

language. 

Pruitt’s work is important, especially when one considers the

pervasive and impulsive reactions, especially when Russia
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invaded Ukraine last February. There were numerous social

media posts castigating the Russian people to rise in mass

protests against the Vladimir Putin regime. We often forget in

history that war propaganda has a double edge to it, which

leads regrettably to framing an entire nation’s peoples as part

of the enemy. Pruitt sets the platform for audiences to

comprehend that, indeed, there are Russian nationals who

have found creative ways to pierce the propaganda shield. For

example, A Letter of Unhappiness comes from Naira

Davlashyan, a Russian ex-pat who lives in France but is

distressed to learn that her family back home has accepted the

hardcore propaganda the government has published. To break

the shield, she uses a chain letter to help communicate an anti-

war message that will resonate appropriately.
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нет войне by Kaley Pruitt. Christi Harris and Jess MacDonald. 

Photo Credit: Katie Bruce.

The other live work was Alicia Ross’ Always Becoming and

Unbecoming, inspired in part by verses in i am complete simply

because i am imperfect by Rupi Kaur, which is in Home Body, a

recently published collection of her work. Ross’ rendering of

this poetry ebbs and rises with the structure of Kaur’s poetry,

which is especially known for its conversational features, as

instapoetry for social media. There is the unashamed

acceptance of shortcomings and desperation that leads to the

sensation of helplessness but then there is the emerging

presence of empowerment – which embodies the concert’s title

State of Flux precisely. Like Pruitt’s piece, Ross’ musical palette

deftly infuses material from Wall as well as kangding ray and

Olafur Arnalds. 

The two remaining pieces were short dance films, both of which

emphasize the potent combination of two of Utah’s greatest

visual assets: dance excellence and the state’s natural

wonders. The opener was Bloom, set by Jessica Baynes (also

available in a stage version), which was performed and filmed

on the Great Salt Lake Salt Flats and featured original music by

Nicholas Maughan. The film, with videography by Keith

Fearnow, included Maughan and fellow pianist Ruby Chou

performing on the production site. It set the tone perfectly for

the evening. The second screendance Alicia Ross’ Memento

Mori features a solo dancer (Lexi Hauck) in a meditation about

how an individual, knowing that each passing day further limits

the time left before death, decides to use that time to

maximize the satisfaction and meaning of their existence. It

was an effective companion piece to the live performance of
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Les Roka

I am a native of Toledo, Ohio, having received my

Ph.D. in journalism and mass communication from

Ohio University's Scripps School of Journalism in

2002. In addition to teaching at Utah State

University and the University of Utah, I have worked

extensively in public relations for a variety of

organizations including a major metropolitan

university, college of osteopathic medicine, and

community college. When it comes to intellectual

curiosity, I venture into as many areas as possible,

whether it’s about music criticism, the history of

journalism, the practice of public relations in a Web

2.0 world and the soon-to-arrive Web 3.0 landscape,

or how public debates are formed about many issues

especially in the political arena. As a Salt Lake City

resident, I currently write and edit a blog called The

Selective Echo that provides an entertaining,

informative, and provocative look at Salt Lake City

and its cosmopolitan best. I also have been the U.S.
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Where the audience has the
voting power: Repertory Dance
Theatre’s Regalia available this
week in virtual format, as 4
choreographers set their sights on
commission prize

Unquestionably, dance companies in Salt Lake City have done a

remarkably good job in keeping their presence active during

the last year. Last year, less than two weeks before the

pandemic brought live performances to a halt everywhere,

Repertory Dance Theatre (RDT) held its annual Regalia, the

company’s largest fundraiser.

The event always has been an audacious undertaking. Four

choreographers are assigned a group of dancers to create a

short work (usually six to 10 minutes in length) in just four

hours. The kicker is that the audience decides who wins the

competition and receives the prize —  a commission to create a

complete work in the 2021-22 season.

By  Les Roka  - February 23, 2021  0

UMOCA’s spring exhibitions include
Baggage: Alex Caldiero in
Retrospect, Material Issues:
Strategies in 21st Century Craft,
This Storm Is What We Call
Progress

Utah Museum of Contemporary Art
expands its public access with
stellar set of exhibitions, celebrating
Alex Caldiero, hand-crafted art,
video installations, new 21st century
perspectives

Utah production team excels in new
documentary Anchor Point, set to
premiere at Cinequest Film Festival,
about women wildland firefighters,
rehabilitating work culture

Gina Bachauer International Piano
Foundation launches spring season
of virtual concerts, starting with 2006
Bachauer gold medalist Stephen
Beus

Three examples of virtual
excellence: Plan-B Theatre’s P.G.
Anon, Ririe-Woodbury Dance
Company’s Home Run; Repertory
Dance Theatre’s Regalia
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Dance always is about problem solving and RDT has managed

to create a virtual version of Regalia this year while preserving

many of its main elements. The four choreographers were

given four hours to work with the RDT dance artists along with

eight guest dancers via Zoom to set their work. The filmed

pieces are now available for viewing through Feb. 27.

“It was an interesting artistic challenge but we decided that we

could use the same rules and limitations we had used before,”

Linda Smith, executive and artistic director of RDT, says. “We

had all of the dancers tested and we set to film the videos with

two choreographers on Saturday and the other two on

Sunday.” The event also gave RDT dancers a chance to show

off their own Zoom technology skills. 
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Lauren Simpson Dance.

Audience members can watch the performances throughout the

week (for free), while also bidding on silent auction items

online. Audience members are encouraged to “vote by

donating” ($25) to the choreographer they would like to see

win the commission. The week-long fundraiser will culminate

with a live-streamed, one-hour party on Feb. 27, beginning at

7 p.m., where the winner will be announced, the RDT dancers

will perform and other activities will be showcased. VIP tickets

also are available, which include an optional pre-show virtual

sushi-making class presented by Yoshi’s, snacks delivered to

participant’s home for the viewing party and an invitation to a

post-show virtual dance party.

Regalia has been a major fundraiser for RDT’s arts-in-education

program that has continued throughout the pandemic. The

program reaches approximately 40,000 students and teachers

in Utah annually. 

The Utah Review interviewed each of the four choreographers

featured in Regalia:

Ruby Cabbell’s early years with dance focused on ballet in her

https://www.theutahreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/rs-dance-exhibit-lydia-clinton-cauveri-suresh-floor_1000.jpg
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home city of Los Angeles. She earned her bachelor of fine arts

degree in ballet pedagogy two years ago at the University of

Hartford’s The Hartt School. Now an artist with the Wasatch

Contemporary Dance Company, she has adapted the

collaborative process from the studio to the virtual format while

figuring out how to achieve a comparable spontaneous effect.

“With the virtual interaction, you have to be super prepared so

I created a set of movement phrases that are mosaics that

could be built into the piece,” Cabbell explains. She started out

by giving the dancers a list of very simple tasks and within 20

minutes the dancers had figured out the movement phrases for

the next step of fleshing out the flow of the composition.

Cabbell explains that she has approached this process as a bit

of hybrid form of setting work live for the stage while

recognizing that it is being built for the screen. That said,

Cabbell says that she wanted to capture the dancers as

focusing inward on stage, rather than projecting out to the

audience as they might do during a live performance. 

Ruby Cabbell.

https://www.theutahreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Ruby-3.jpg
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Among her major inspirations are Fiona Lummis who danced

for more than two decades with the Netherlands Dance Theatre

and Nina Watt, with whom she studied at The Hartt School.

Watt, of course, is familiar to the RDT family, in helping stage

works and expanding the legacy of the Limón Dance Company.

Cabbell agrees that dance has become more accessible for

audiences during the pandemic, thanks to virtual streaming

options available from any place on the planet. “It’s been a

good challenge to choreograph this whole piece in Zoom as it

has helped build everyone’s confidence in adapting to different

circumstances,” she adds.

With her company Kaley Pruitt Dance which was established a

decade ago in New York City, Kaley Pruitt has presented work

across the U.S., ranging from comedic dance theatrical works

to site-specific compositions and abstract concert pieces.

Among her artistic inspirations and influences are the West

Coast choreographer Stephanie Gilliland, the groundbreaking

legacy of German choreographer Pina Bausch, and the works of

Monica Bill Barnes Company which are created for sites not

usually considered for dance performances. Pruitt also cites

several artists who are well known to Salt Lake City dancers

and audiences, including Doug Varone and Kate Weare. 

http://www.kaleypruittdance.com/
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“It was thrilling to tackle the form of teaching choreography

through Zoom and the adrenaline that pumps through you to

make a work in just fours,” she says. For this work, Pruitt also

selected a score where the musicality could be sensed without

specific counts, as working in Zoom sometimes creates a lag in

sound that makes counting out not as easy to achieve. Pruitt

came to the process with 12 movement phrases as a starting

toolbox. To use her time as efficiently as possible during the

virtual rehearsal, she would work with three dancers at a time

live on camera while the other dancers worked on the footage

from the phrases she sent them and then switched out the

groups as needed. 

Knowing that audience members would be watching the videos

on screens of all different sizes, she focused on what the piece

would look like for someone watching it, for example, on their

mobile phone. Thus, Pruitt’s work incorporates full-bodied,

high-energy, traveling movement with a good amount of

athletic momentum. Thus, the work is not a dance film per se

— in which the camera would capture the dance artist in close

range — as much as it is a virtual solution to replicate the

traditional Regalia experience for both the dancers and the

audience. 
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Anne Marie Robson Smock.

A Salt Lake City native and a graduate of The University of

Utah’s dance school, Anne Marie Robson Smock is now

based in Brooklyn as a dance educator, choreographer and

performer. She received her master of fine arts degree in

dance from the Tisch School of the Arts at New York University

while simultaneously earning her master’s degree in dance

education from the university’s Steinhardt School of Culture,

Education and Human Development. 

She says her conventional way of starting to set a new work is

to use a playbook where she diagrams the space and then

prescribes the movement when she works directly with the

dance artist. “For Zoom, the biggest thing was to prepare the

playbook ahead of time,” Smock explains. She created a series

of short movement phrases inspired by 10 words and then

made screen shots of them. Given that the dancers were on

the Jeanné Wagner Theatre stage in the Rose Wagner Center

https://www.theutahreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Screen-Shot-2021-02-05-at-11.53.59-PM.png
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for Performing Arts, she found the process readily adaptable. 

Smock’s formative experiences in dance embodied two well

known institutions in Salt Lake City for generations: the

Children’s Dance Theatre and the Tanner Dance Program at

The University of Utah. “These were wonderful places to grow

and develop as a young dancer,” she says. “We were always

involved in the creative process. We learned to improvise and

choreograph.” Smock also cites Phyllis Lamhut from the Tisch

School dance faculty. “She has the sharpest eye and she

always asks questions about the decisions I would make as a

choreographer,” Smock explains. “She truly helped me refine

my voice.” 

Smock says events such as Regalia help audiences who watch

dance concerts to feel empowered and more comfortable about

sharing their opinions and what they find curious about the art

form.She believes that the dance community is well positioned

to keep pushing the value of online accessible content even

when performances return to live stage concerts on a regular

basis. 
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Limitless, Kaley Pruitt. Photo: Stephen Delas Heras.

Based in Omaha, Lauren Simpson has done a residency at

The University of Utah’s dance school. To keep dance visible in

Omaha during the pandemic, she launched an experimental

outdoor performance project Moving Truck, which was featured

as part of The Kennedy Center’s Arts Across America series.

With master’s degrees from the University of Colorado at

Boulder and Harvard University, she is currently an artist in

residence at the ODC Theater in San Francisco through 2021. 

In making what she describes as the “grand pivot” to the

virtual setting, Simpson says that thinking about the camera

perspective for the work can be intimidating when one

considers just how much kinetic energy occurs in the live

performance setting. “In the context for this programming [at

Regalia], where the audience is voting, I had to think about

involving the audience in the curation and filming of this piece,”

she explains. “So, it is very much a hybrid where the

documentation of a style of movement occurs in a live context

and has to be interesting for the camera.” And, because dance

can incorporate many dense, quick gestures, Simpson says it is

important to create the ideal moving arc of time so that

audiences can have the opportunity to relax their minds a bit

while absorbing the details. Simpson also is using music

https://www.theutahreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/20180531-dsc05387-copy.jpg
http://www.laurensimpsondance.com/
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TAGS Anne Marie Robson Smock arts in the COVID-19 pandemic Kaley Pruitt

created by local composer Michael Wall.

Under One Dances, Kaley Pruitt: Photo: Greg Haerling.

Simpson’s artistic inspirations and influences represent a

diverse palette, including Trisha Brown, one of the prominent

figures in the postmodern dance scene; Liz Lerman, who

emphasized storytelling in her work; Steve Paxton, a former

gymnast who led the way in the Contact Improvisation School;

French choreographer Jérôme Bel and William Forsythe, known

for his work with the Ballet Frankfurt and The Forsythe

Company.

Hence, Simpson has thought about non traditional venues

indoors, museum galleries and outdoor spaces, for setting

work. Moving Truck became a pandemic-suitable option, as a

truck transported three dancers, in costumes and masks, to

perform on front lawns and people could invite their friends to

view the performance. Omaha musician Dereck Higgins

composed an original sound score lasting 20-25 minutes, to be

played from a portable speaker. Simpson, who says that she is

one to typically apply for competitions, says that Regalia is a

wonderful day to open the door and let the audiences in

because their ideas and preferences matter. 
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Lauren Simpson linda c. smith RDT Regalia 2021 Repertory Dance Theatre

Ruby Cabbell
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Les Roka

I am a native of Toledo, Ohio, having received my

Ph.D. in journalism and mass communication from

Ohio University's Scripps School of Journalism in

2002. In addition to teaching at Utah State

University and the University of Utah, I have worked

extensively in public relations for a variety of

organizations including a major metropolitan

university, college of osteopathic medicine, and

community college. When it comes to intellectual

curiosity, I venture into as many areas as possible,

whether it’s about music criticism, the history of

journalism, the practice of public relations in a Web

2.0 world and the soon-to-arrive Web 3.0 landscape,

or how public debates are formed about many issues

especially in the political arena. As a Salt Lake City

resident, I currently write and edit a blog called The

Selective Echo that provides an entertaining,

informative, and provocative look at Salt Lake City

and its cosmopolitan best. I also have been the U.S.

editorial advisor for an online publication Art Design

Publicity based in The Netherlands. And, I use social

media tools such as Twitter for blogging, networking

with journalists and experts, and staying current on

the latest trends in culture and news. I also have
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Three examples of virtual
excellence: Plan-B Theatre’s P.G.
Anon, Ririe-Woodbury Dance
Company’s Home Run; Repertory
Dance Theatre’s Regalia

Three recent virtual events emphasize just how well three Salt

Lake City performing arts institutions continue to sustain their

creativity and visibility.

PLAN-B THEATRE: P.G. ANON

Plan-B Theatre always is a master of minimalism so its instrinic

strengths are making an audio-only season to celebrate its

30th anniversary possible. The premiere of P.G. Anon, written

by Julie Jensen and directed by Cheryl Ann Cluff, came off with

wonderful results in a polished production.

By  Les Roka  - March 1, 2021  0
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Utah production team excels in new
documentary Anchor Point, set to
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Jensen’s play, which was intended to be a live theatrical

performance but then was tailored to meet the demands of an

audio production as pandemic restrictions continued, calls for

seven actors — which is typically larger than the cast for the

company’s world premiere productions. Furthermore, Plan-B

adhered to the strictest of social distancing guidelines.

Rehearsals were conducted with everyone staying at home and

vocal performance tracks were captured on Tascam lav mic

recorders, which made it possible for the actors’ homes to have

decent recording studios. Working with Cluff, sound engineer

David Evanoff synced and finalized the master file at

Counterpoint Studios.

As The Utah Review noted in its preview last month, Jensen’s

play presents three stories of women in different circumstances

and in different times dealing with common and familiar fears,

furies and frustrations of unplanned pregnancy. Jensen leaves

each story open ended but there is no doubt that each story,

acted and presented in a rhythm unique to the character’s

circumstances and time in which the narrative occurs,

nevertheless is connected to each other thematically.

Plan-B Theatre, P. G. Anon, written by Julie Jensen and

directed by Cheryl Ann Cluff.
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The production delivers fully on this promise. In the first act,

April Fossen once again steps into a character with rock-solid

conviction. At 46, Pauline immediately brings to mind a set of

circumstances familiar to many Mormon women. Hoping that

with her youngest son finally in school, Pauline, who is well

educated (with three degrees), dreams about getting a job

where she could even be content to work in a cubicle. However,

she is pregnant once again, an unplanned prospect she dreads,

considering she already has a “litter of kids,” or “a choir of

children.” Listeners learn that she already has “failed” with one

child and her youngest, most rambunctious son is testing her

patience and that of his kindergarten teacher. Early in the first

act, Pauline says, “ It costs 260 thousand dollars to raise one

child to the age of 18. We should all write that on our hands.

You too, dear Lord, write that on your hand. Your multiply and

subdue idea was wrong. Two hundred sixty thousand dollars to

raise one child. We don’t have 260 cents.”

Pauline is exhausted and exasperated even as she perseveres

through her matriarchal duties. The fantasy surrounding the

miracle of childbirth gives way to many complicated realities,

which are articulated perfectly by the “chorus” ensemble that

appears in each story. This may have been the trickiest

element to get right in an audio-only production but the

ensemble (Latoya Cameron, Lily Hye Soo Dixon, Tamara Howell

and Tracie Merrill) sets the relevant rhythm in each of the

play’s three stories.
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Each act of the play sets up a question that ultimately demands

the listener to consider what they might do if they were in the

character’s place. Jensen’s plays always lead to clarifying

perspectives not just for the moment highlighted in the scene

but more importantly for the longer term. Pauline’s story, for

example, is anchored in 2016, as listeners hear news reports

about Donald Trump’s inexcusably lewd, sexist remarks about

women. The zeitgeist of the moment underscores the larger

sociocultural and sociopolitical realms many women such as

Pauline must navigate, wondering continuously if they are

respected enough and allowed to decide for themselves what

they believe is best for themselves without sacrificing the

genuine heart and soul of their own identities.

In the second act, Emilie Starr follows through with her own

convincing portrait of the streetwise Tiffany, who adores

children but also is tempted by the flashier, edgier, material

elements of a life of high-risk adventure involving drugs,

alcohol and sex. Meanwhile, Tammy Knox seems more attuned

to realities than her friend. Tiffany sees her latest pregnancy as

a chance for vindication. Her children are being raised in foster

homes. Tammy reminds her that drinking vodka aggravates

risks for fetal alcohol syndrome.

Ad
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The story is set in 1998, as then-President Clinton was about to

be impeached for sexual relations with former White House

intern Monica Lewinsky. The young women talk about being

angry with Linda Tripp who “snitched” on the president’s

actions. Meanwhile, Tiffany has glamorized perceptions about

Las Vegas. Tiffany says, “I thought it was all, like, marble and

gold,” to which Tammy responds, “…Covering up a lot of full

ashtrays.” In her sharpest moment of clarity, Tiffany adds,

“That’s like our house. Looks great on the outside. But, like,

the basement’s full of sewer water.”

The reverse chronology hits its penultimate moment in the final

act with the story of Sheila, a soccer athlete about to turn 15,

who is desperate to try anything to trigger her period, even as

she fears that she is pregnant. Sheila’s story takes place in

1991, during Anita Hill’s testimony in the Senate Judiciary

Committee hearings about being sexually harassed while

working for Clarence Thomas, who had just been nominated to

the U.S. Supreme Court.

Sydney Shoell does a fine job at capturing the extraordinarily

complex counterpoint of a smart teen who is trying to resolve

the situation and the fears it has generated while confiding in

her 10-year-old sister (BItz). Here the ensemble presents an

otherworldly jump rope chant that augments the fear Sheila is

trying to overcome. What’s more is the chant chronicles the

zeitgeist of the moments in Washington, when a chamber full

of older men are unswayed by Hill’s testimony. The third act

punches hard: Sheila tells her sister that life is full of “scary

patches,” adding, “That’s the nature of life, Bitz. To be scared.”

Shy of 15, Sheila already is aware of the vulnerabilities and

how they affect not just her but others like Pauline and Tiffany.

The production will be available Feb. 25 to 11:59 p.m. on

March 7. It also is presented with the support of the Planned

Parenthood Association of Utah, Stewart Family Foundation and

The Blocks SLC. The play was commissioned and developed
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through the Rivendell Theatre Ensemble in Chicago.

Plan-B’s season is available as a subscription series ($57) for

the three world premieres, all audio productions. Each of the

plays will be available for streaming as a podcast on the Plan-B

website as well as on its free app. Listeners will be able to

access the productions within specified run dates. Tickets for

individual productions also will be available on a pay-what-you-

can basis: As a guide, the regular ticket price would be $22 and

there are no additional fees. Plan-B will send donation letters to

individuals who pay an amount larger than $22 per ticket. For

more information, see the Plan-B website.

RIRIE-WOODBURY DANCE COMPANY: HOME RUN

The pandemic has given many dance institutions the

opportunity to explore and expand upon its relationship with

film, which started historically by archiving performances.

While creating dance specifically for the screen already had

been gaining traction long before the pandemic hit, many

choreographers also have become interested in finding a third

way — a hybrid approach that strives to replicate as best as

possible the kinetic effects and impact of a live stage

performance of dance.

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s latest concert Home Run

delivers on its title promise eminently in an hour-long film that

comprises six pieces presented as if they would be part of a

documentary film festival program. The film, which requires

tickets for streaming, is available through March 11.

https://planbtheatre.org/
https://www.ririewoodbury.com/
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Winter’s Light, by Daniel Charon, Ririe-Woodbury Dance

Company. Photo Credit: Danilel Charon.

Five of the works are world premieres, including several filmed

by Wonderstone Films. Daniel Charon, the company’s artistic

director, was inspired in part by the energy of absorbing the

“cold open” sequences, for which the popular West Wing

television series was known, in setting his new work. Winter’s

Light is utterly delightful— a veritable showcase of the

movement excellence that one links directly to Ririe-

Woodbury’s core of six dance artists. There is a natural

cohesion that leaps off the screen. Charon filmed, edited and

scored the music entirely for the piece, which was performed in

The Monarch complex space in Ogden, Utah. This piece is

worthy to be submitted to any shorts program for a

documentary film festival.

Another was Molly Heller’s Full View, which brought five

members of her Heartland Collective to the stage with the six

Ririe-Woodbury artists. The work responds to this

unprecedented time as a series of character studies occurring

in an all-green set with props opening upward to a cloud

hovering above. The atmospherics for the piece are nailed

through the score composed by Michael Wall and Nick Foster,

well-known local musicians who also are part of the Salt Lake

Electric Ensemble, a group with which Ririe-Woodbury has

collaborated previously.

https://www.theutahreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/C9A18F8C-867F-4CD9-BB16-9E94D4112325.jpeg
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Three pairs of Ririe-Woodbury dance artists also set works.

Throughout the film, segments featured the paint grid

installation piece of Woes by Megan McCarthy and Dominica

Greene, which enhanced the festival program aspect of the

Home Run experience. Don’t Chew With Your Mouth Open by

Nicholas Jurica and Corinne Lohner, who are clad in white

underwear, would be perfect for the Utah Arts Festival’s Fear

No Film program or for video art documentary slots at festivals

for short films. The piece resonates for anyone who might have

decided how much propriety to ditch while being isolated at

home during a pandemic shutdown. The coherent ensemble

dynamics of a veteran and relative newcomer to the Ririe-

Woodbury company come through exquisitely in And Again by

Bashaun Williams and Fausto Rivera, with music by Wall.

And Again, Bashaun Williams and Fausto Rivera, Ririe-

Woodbury Dance Company. Photo Credit: Wonderstone Films.

Home Run also featured an excerpt from Wash, a 1970 film,

produced by Stanley and Judith Hallet and directed by Joan

Woodbury, cofounder of the company. Gritty, amorphous and

psychedelic, the film is an excellent reminder that what might

seem like a caprice or novelty in one era has become widely

accepted decades later as a valuable precursor to creative

approaches, applications and media with fresh contemporary

relevance.

https://www.theutahreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/4C6108E0-6A6B-44C3-B5A6-25DD179791E7.jpeg
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Ririe-Woodbury also will stream live its annual benefit party on

March 11 at 6 p.m. Details are available at the company’s

website.

The concert film is funded in part by the CARES Act and the

Utah State Legislature through Utah Arts & Museums. This

show is sponsored by Nancy and Richard Potashner.

For tickets and more information, see the Ririe-Woodbury

Dance Company website.

REPERTORY DANCE THEATRE: REGALIA

The virtual setup for Repertory Dance Theatre’s Regalia worked

smoothly. The company’s largest annual fundraiser also

encompasses a competition for four choreographers to create

and set a work for teams of seven dancers within four hours.

Audience members then vote for one of the four pieces and the

choreographer with the most votes wins the commission prize

to set a new work for the company during its 56th season,

which will begin this fall.

The biggest change from previous Regalias was that all of the

work was set via Zoom connecting the choreographers to the

dancers who performed the final work on stage at the Rose

Wagner Center for Performing Arts. The filmed pieces were

available last week and the event concluded with a live

streamed hourlong event on Feb. 27.

Kaley Pruitt’s Seeing Wider Still received the most votes and

was declared the winner. Featuring music by Todd Reynolds,

Kid Beyond and Boards of Canada, Pruitt’s work had the

aesthetic sensibilities of a Bang on A Can performance, the

popular multidisciplinary music organization in New York City,

and it was easy to envision its infectious appeal with audiences.

https://www.ririewoodbury.com/
https://www.ririewoodbury.com/
https://rdtutah.org/
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As Pruitt mentioned in an earlier interview with The Utah

Review, she came to the process with 12 movement phrases as

a starting toolbox. To use her time as efficiently as possible

during the virtual rehearsal, she would work with three dancers

at a time live on camera while the other dancers worked on the

footage from the phrases she sent them and then switched out

the groups as needed.

Kaley Pruitt, Seeing Wider Still. Repertory Dance Theatre

Regalia 2021.

Knowing that audience members would be watching the videos

on screens of all different sizes, she focused on what the piece

would look like for someone watching it, for example, on their

mobile phone. Thus, Pruitt’s work incorporates full-bodied,

high-energy, traveling movement with a good amount of

athletic momentum. Thus, the work is not a dance film per se

— in which the camera would capture the dance artist in close

range — as much as it is a virtual solution to replicate the

traditional Regalia experience for both the dancers and the

audience. The final result achieved all of these objectives.

With her company Kaley Pruitt Dance which was established a

decade ago in New York City, Pruitt has presented work across

the U.S., ranging from comedic dance theatrical works to site-

specific compositions and abstract concert pieces.

https://www.theutahreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/8415D6AC-9069-420D-AC94-F66CF8FB123C.jpeg
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Gina Bachauer International
Piano Foundation launches spring
season of virtual concerts, starting
with 2006 Bachauer gold medalist

Stephen Beus

Other works included Two Cities, Seven PM, April Thirteenth

2020 by Anne Marie Robson Smock with her own music and

text taken from Charles Dickens’ A Tale of Two Cities and read

by Wylie Thomas, along with Sanvean by Lisa Gerrard. With

music by local composer Michael Wall, Ruby Cabbell set 6 Ft.

Apart and Lauren Simpson set Sundial.

Les Roka

I am a native of Toledo, Ohio, having received my

Ph.D. in journalism and mass communication from

Ohio University's Scripps School of Journalism in

2002. In addition to teaching at Utah State

University and the University of Utah, I have worked

extensively in public relations for a variety of

organizations including a major metropolitan

university, college of osteopathic medicine, and

community college. When it comes to intellectual

curiosity, I venture into as many areas as possible,

whether it’s about music criticism, the history of
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KING'S ENGLISH ONLINE: PAISLEY REKDAL: APPROPRIATE AND

TODD ROBERT PETERSON: PICNIC IN THE RUINS, AN OTHER

THEATER COMPANY: TETHERED, RDT: REGALIA, AND MORE.

By City Weekly Sta�

February 24, 2021

Austen Diamond Photography

King's English online: Paisley Rekdal: Appropriate and Todd Robert

Peterson: Picnic in the Ruins

Sometimes a double-feature o�ers a thematic connection—a pair of

horror movies, or a duet of romantic comedies. And sometimes, it's a

pairing that presents a variety, allowing those with one particular interest

to, perhaps, �nd an interest in something new.

This week, The King's English Bookshop presents a virtual author event

showcasing two very di�erent writers and their work. First, Utah poet

laureate Paisley Rekdal (pictured) approaches the fraught subject matter

of "cultural appropriation" in writing in her new book Appropriate. Putting

on her hat as a creative writing instructor at the University of Utah,

Rekdal digs into both the history and the contemporary controversies

surrounding writers speaking in voices unlike their own, using examples

of those who have done it with empathy and how the power of cultural

whiteness has shaped literary discourse.

The focus shifts from non-�ction to �ction with Todd Robert Peterson's

novel Picnic in the Ruins. It follows anthropologist Sophia Sheperd as she

researches the impact of tourism on cultural sites at the Utah-Arizona

border, and crosses paths with a pair of inept small-time criminals. The

result is an often-comic investigation of the ethics of preservation and

who gets to "own" the past, all tangled up in hot-button issues like oil

exploration on public lands.
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This two-part conversation takes place via Crowdcast, free but with

registration required, on Thursday, Feb. 25 at 6 p.m. Visit

kingsenglish.com for additional information and link to registration.

(Scott Renshaw)

An Other Theater Company

An Other Theater Company: Tethered

At the opening of Utah playwright Chelsea Hickman's new one-act play,

Tethered, a minister in 1653 England delivers a sermon on the inherent

wickedness of woman, a nature born out of being created from a bent rib.

An Other Theater Company presents a virtual reading of this new work,

which explores assumptions about female roles that may be just as true

now as they were 400 years ago.

The center of Tethered is Margaret, a pregnant wife and mother in a town

outside of London. Margaret becomes fascinated with her new neighbor, a

woman named Sileas who has skills as a healer and midwife—talents

which place her precariously close to those which can have a woman

labeled as a witch, as the town gossips suggest. And when Margaret's

husband goes missing, suspicions arise—while Margaret herself isn't

entirely sure if his disappearance is something to be mourned or

celebrated.

In a playwright's note, Hickman observes, "Though I've never been

accused of witchcraft, I have beenaccused of sinning. I have been accused

of being a �irt, and in the same breath, accused o�eing a prude.

Sometimes, others' voices are louder than our own. It came to a point that

Ibelieved those accusations. I believed the reputations others gave me.

Their rumors, theirjealousy, their lies, their hate. I was tethered to them,

rather than to my own identity."

Tethered includes content warnings for sexual violence, with other

information available at anothertheater.org. The streamed reading is

available free through March 6, with donations encouraged. (SR)

Stephanie Shiozaki

http://kingsenglish.com/
http://anothertheater.org/
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RDT: Regalia

Every year, Repertory Dance Theatre o�ers a choreography competition

showcasing exciting new work. While that work isn't going to take place in

front of a live audience in 2021, there's still a chance for viewers to enjoy

the fruits of these creative labors—and even help decide the best of the

best.

Beginning Feb. 22, at-home viewers have had the opportunity to view the

program of works by four choreographers via rdtutah.org. The

participating choreographers include Ruby Cabbell, currently a performer

with Wasatch Contemporary Dance Company; Kaley Pruitt, founder of

New York-based Kaley Pruitt Dance; Anne Marie Robson Smock, a Salt

Lake City native and University of Utah graduate currently based in

Brooklyn; and Lauren Simpson, currently an artist-in-residence at San

Francisco's ODC Theater. While viewing is free, you can get a chance to

vote on which choreographer will receive the big prize—a commission to

produce their work for RDT's next season—by making a $25 donation to

RDT per vote. You can also participate in a silent auction to raise

additional proceeds for the company, or get a VIP ticket package for $25

with perks that include a snack-basket delivery and invitation to a post-

performance live-stream party.

It all leads up to a live-stream event on Saturday, Feb. 27 at 7 p.m., which

will include live performances and announcement of the Regalia winner.

Start viewing the work now, and make your voice heard, all while helping

support the next generation of dance talent and a great local arts

organization. (SR)

Black Hilarity Show @ Wiseguys

Sunday, Feb. 28 might mark the "o�cial" end of Black History Month, but

locally, it's going to go out with a bang. Wiseguys Gateway (194 S. 400 West)

notes the occasion with a lineup of all African-American comedians

bringing the funny.

The event is organized by local comedian T.J. Taylor (pictured), a relatively

newcomer to the scene with a sharp-edged sensibility that he showed o�

in a pre-holiday/post-election show at Wiseguys. "They say that 600,000

people in Utah voted for Trump," Taylor said. "You know what that tells me

about Utah? A lot of you motherfuckers lied to me. ... Twenty-�ve percent

of Wyoming voters voted for Joe Biden. Which tells me that one in four

people in Wyoming needs to get the fuck out of Wyoming. There's nothing

for you there."

Taylor will be joined by other Black comedians including California-based

Mac Rome, veteran touring comedian Aaron Westly, ex-Marine Kevin

Davis, and local favorite Arvin Mitchell, who relocated to Utah from St.

Louis to join the cast of the long-running BYU-TV sketch comedy series

Studio C. While it might seem like culture shock for an African-American

to relocate from St. Louis to Utah, Mitchell's comedy suggests that he

prefers to take a humorous view of di�erences between cultures. He notes

an occasion when he met a friend from India at the gym, who remarked, "'I

http://rdtutah.org/
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just lost 13 kilos.' I said, 'And you'resmilingabout it?' You lose 13 kilos

whereI'mfrom, you better start packing your bags."

Join the fun at 7 p.m. Sunday, $15, wiseguyscomedy.com. (SR
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Caitlin Dutton-Reaver  |  caitlin+dancers  |  912-695-0062  |  contact@caitlinplusdancers.org 

 

caitlin+dancers | KALEY PRUITT DANCE 

 

New York, NY (May 14, 2018) – caitlin+dancers and Kaley Pruitt Dance will share an NYC season June 1 & 2 in the Martha Graham 

Studio Theater. The female-led emerging contemporary companies will each present two works ranging from popular repertoire to world 

premiere.  

NYC-based company caitlin+dancers creates dances as an accessible reflection of the human 

experience with a passion for innovative and humanistic movement. Founded by Caitlin Dutton-Reaver 

in 2014 as a fiscally sponsored dance collaborative, caitlin+dancers works to create a supportive 

environment for collaborating artists, encouraging a high standard of company and artistic effort toward 

internal contribution and general artistic output. The company presents in both traditional theaters and 

unconventional spaces/site-specific environments to showcase movement as a conduit for imaginative 

grandeur and promote dance as a community asset. caitlin+dancers has established a presence 

beyond the boroughs of NYC to include New Jersey, upstate New York, and touring along the East 

Coast. caitlinplusdancers.org 

caitlin+dancers will present Gifts for the Void (2016) and Variations on a Ghost (premiere). Gifts for the Void is a dance propelled by the 

idea of displacement: in movement, social context, and between bodies in space. Thrown into the realm of visual interest, ‘Gifts’ plays 

with contrast, alignment, and communal effort as a constantly shifting arena, moving fluidly between alliances and ideas. Variations on a 

Ghost draws from the ghost signature: an Edwardian fad that saw its height at around 1909, where a signature would be written in slow 

drying ink then quickly folded over to create a new image of peaks and curves. This new work will play on the duality of the folded 

inscription as well as the newly formed image. It layers the idea of how a person leaves evidence of existence and individuality through 

their autograph, though when folded into a unique image, remains legally binding as an official mark of their entity.  

 

Kaley Pruitt Dance investigates the nuances of the human experience and explores the intrinsic 

communication between bodies in space. The work spans from comedic dance theater to abstract 

concert aesthetic. Pruitt aims to bring dance back into the public sphere through both traditional and 

non-traditional performance settings and content. Kaley Pruitt Dance creates an environment where 

the audience can experience a new perspective or take an unforeseen journey through the 

choreography. Pruitt’s work is not prescribed; it is an opportunity to understand more deeply what one 

has maybe known but perhaps overlooked in the world around them. Kaley Pruitt Dance was 

established in 2011, and Pruitt’s choreography has been presented through Illinois State University, 

Manhattan Movement & Arts Center, Triskelion Arts, Chez Bushwick and The Center for Performance 

Research, Built on Stilts, Secret Theater, Ketchum Arts Commission, Dixon Place, Movement 

Research, and Nancy Smith Fichter Dance Theatre. KaleyPruittDance.com 

 

Kaley Pruitt Dance will present Limitless (NYC premiere) and Like Minds (premiere). Limitless - In our dreams we become grand 

versions of ourselves – we conquer fears, fly to new heights, and live as our most extraordinary selves. This dance has a desire to 

embody the sensations of our invincible dream selves in real life. Limitless celebrates the human spirit: our determination, compassion 

and power in times of real threat to those pillars of individuality. Like Minds takes its inspiration from the space two people inhabit when 

they deeply understand and depend on one another, but also challenge each other’s opinions and inspirations. This space is one of 

connection and also dynamic fluctuation that pushes each individual to need both extremes of togetherness and individuality to thrive. 

Just as magnets have such powerful force unifying them, in one turn, they forcefully repel.  

 

WHAT: caitlin+dancers | KALEY PRUITT DANCE 

 

WHERE: Martha Graham Studio Theater | 55 Bethune Street, 11th Floor | New York, NY 10014 

 

WHEN: Friday-Saturday, June 1-2, 8:00pm 

 

TICKETS: $17 online in advance (https://splitbill.bpt.me), $20 at the door 

mailto:contact@caitlinplusdancers.org
http://www.caitlinplusdancers.org/
http://kaleypruittdance.com/
https://splitbill.bpt.me/


 

 

 

     

  Kaley Pruitt Dance  |  Limitless      caitlin+dancers  |  Gifts for the Void 

   

  Kaley Pruitt Dance  |  Place & Time                       caitlin+dancers  |  Letters 
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Dance  February 16, 2017
Take Root at Green Space: Kaley Pruitt Dance and URBAN/TRIBE
Queens, N.Y. In January, Green Space’s monthly curated performance series, Take Root, hosted Kaley Pruitt Dance
and U R B A N / T R I B E. The former presented a clever dance theatre duet that used comic book tropes to meditate
upon friendship; the latter showed a physically and emotionally demanding contemporary dance work examining
victimhood and complicity.

Kaley Pruitt and Joshua Reaver in Super. PC: Sam
Polcer, Courtesy Pruitt.

In Kaley Pruitt’s Super, there’s more than a little Bruce Wayne to Joshua Reaver’s performance, particularly in the
opening sequence. He enters in a suit, carrying a massive sheaf of papers that he seems compelled to read. He drops
them in stacks, walks away, returns to them, makes neat piles, runs away—all before he starts joylessly throwing
them around the room. He picks up one stack and holds it in front of his face as he arches back in a deep lunge;
the pages slip over his head to pool by his back leg. He repiles them carefully, taking plenty of time (and garnering a
few laughs) to reorder the chaos only to tear through them again a moment after he seems satisfied. Reaver dances
throughout, beautifully and with an almost conversational naturalness, yet with a weightiness to his movements that
speaks of exhaustion. This conclusion is confirmed when he rips off his suit jacket and sits with his head in his hands.

Joshua Reaver and Kaley Pruitt in Super. PC: Sam
Polcer, Courtesy Pruitt.

Pruitt enters then, carrying cheerful balloons tethered to a party bag. She straightens up a little but seems more
concerned with her friend, crossing to sit next to him and bumping shoulders. She engages him until he can’t help
but react, a giveandtake that results in wonderfully seamless partnering accomplished without either actually
leaving the floor. They put on capes, sparkles and balloons to fight crime, conquer monsters, and crash a getaway car
in a jazzy, deliciously campy routine that left the audience chuckling.

When Reaver goes down fighting, Pruitt revives him with the help of balloons tethered to his wrists and ankles. It
works, up until Reaver tries to escape the very things that seem to make him better. I hesitate to give away more, as
there is something immensely satisfying in the cinematic composition of the narrative. What I will say is this:
Reaver’s performance was wonderfully nuanced, particularly in the repetition of some earlier movement material

http://www.stewardshipreport.com/category/dance/
http://www.stewardshipreport.com/take-root-at-green-space-kaley-pruitt-dance-and-urbantribe/
http://www.stewardshipreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/IMG_2934_KaleyPruittDance_SamPolcer.jpg
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with Pruitt, and the end left me smiling. Despite the comedy, I couldn’t help but wonder whether Pruitt meant the
title both literally and facetiously—the way you might reply on an awful day to someone asking, ‘How are you?’ Super
left me questioning whether what we are afraid of isn’t often the thing that makes us stronger.

Matthew James and Hannah Seiden in Hard
Swallow. PC Ellen Crane, Courtesy James.

Hard Swallow, choreographed by Matthew James in collaboration with the artists of U R B A N / T R I B E, begins
with the sound of someone heaving for breath—James, who is revealed just a few steps from the audience when the
lights come up. Hannah Seiden stands by the large windows upstage, staring out at the Manhattan cityscape. Ali
Castro is at the opposite corner of James, squirming as though trying to wriggle away from something inside her
skin, sinking to her knees with exposed forearms as we hear, “I want to help you,” in the sound score. James starts
towards Castro when he notices her, and she scuttles back, skidding across the floor. Melanie Gonzalez enters and
stalks straight at him, but Seiden instead catches him in a surprisingly gentle embrace. Castro stumbles to the
support pillar that serves to mark the downstage right corner of the space, then ricochets back to be lifted.

The three women stand separate from James, and like a switch has been flipped the gender dynamics at play become
impossible to ignore. He runs at them and they scatter, leading into a hyperphysical duet for James and Castro—they
crash together, retreat, reengage. Somehow they find their way to their knees, James with his forearm wrapped
around Castro’s neck from behind, using the chokehold to gently rock her from side to side like a perverse sendoff to
sleep. Something seems to snap and he falls to his back, pulling her on top of him; she rolls away after a moment and
they lie curled toward each other, like children whispering of dark dreams past their bedtimes. They shift back into
motion, flowing through unison floorwork until they once again land on their knees, now disconnected, both shaking,
seeming to gag until an invisible force releases them. They drag themselves in opposite directions.

Hannah Seiden (lifted) and Matthew James in
Hard Swallow. PC Ellen Crane, Courtesy James.

Connect, struggle, reprieve, repeat. It happens again and again, but with enough invention and variation that the
cycle in which the dancers are caught only slowly registers. Some moments break through: Seiden opening her heart
to the sky as her legs trace impossibly stretched lines through the space around her head; her duet with James in
which he tosses her like a rag doll yet ends with her wrapped around his waist, the two staring into each other’s eyes
as a dark lullaby plays; the women working together to hold down James, Gonzalez laughing as she throws him

http://www.stewardshipreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/H2_HARD-SWALLOW.jpg
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around, not letting him touch the other two; a repeated women’s section that oozes power but isn’t without its
(choreographically deliberate) stumbling blocks.

For all that the four dancers share a ferocious attack and nuanced relationship to space, characters and personalities
emerge: Seiden’s combination of kindness and strength; Gonzalez quiet yet fiercely protective; Castro struggling to
break free of whatever it is that holds her; and James, aggressive yet fragile, hurting from the very behavior that he
cannot seem to help but perpetuate. Striking moments reappear with the quality of a memory turned over and over
in one’s hands, a search for a way things might have played out differently. The circularity is compositionally
satisfying, yet calls to mind the reality of a vicious cycle—what does it take to break one, and then what?

Hannah Seiden (foreground), Ali Castro and
Matthew James in Hard Swallow. PC Ellen Crane,
Courtesy James.

Hard Swallow presents the sheer power of the company’s female members, not simply by giving them traditionally
“masculine” movements or tasks (though they jump and take each other’s weight perfectly well) but by pushing them
to unapologetically use their womanhood to its fullest potential. They are strong, vulnerable, sexy—that last because
their selfpossession and autonomy is absolute, even in moments of apparent fragility. The work is a compelling
portrait of victimhood and complicity, illustrating courage yet leaving none of the four cast members totally
unscathed, or lacking culpability.

Tags: contemporary dance, Dance, Green Space, Kaley Pruitt, Kaley Pruitt Dance, Matthew James, performance,
review, URBAN/TRIBE
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Kaley Pruitt Dance 

Triskelion Arts’ NEW Muriel Schulman Theater 
September 5 - 6, 2014 at 8pm 

 
Brooklyn, NY: Join Kaley Pruitt Dance for an evening of brand-new work, old favorites, and a story piece sure to 
bring out the super hero in us all. The evening features performers/collaborators, Joshua Reaver and Megan 
Wubbenhorst, as well as guest artists. 
 
ABOUT THE WORK: 
 
Craft (Premiere) 
Craft is an evolution of exerting the creative process and the dancer’s physical capacity to a full extent. The piece 
hones the mental and physical aspects of choreographing the trio form, and defines closeness from many aspects. 
The dance is about big and full dancing in each muscle membrane and each brain cell of each performer. It is 
about finding a deep logic then excruciating challenge, and oscillating between those to create more momentum 
and power felt in audience and dancer alike. Craft is a celebration of physicality and musicality. 
 
Super (Full-Length Premiere, 2013-2014) 
Hysterical, ridiculous, and at times even devastating, Super is for the kid inside your heart. The piece takes a 
journey from reality into a fantasized comic book adventure and back, looking at the icons of “super hero and 
sidekick” and the impressions we carry of those roles from childhood to adulthood. The imaginary exploit 
reminds the characters to confront reality with the optimism of youth and to cherish a true friend. Super depicts 
how bravery may really be nothing more than having a powerful and convincing imagination. 
 
Being One (2008) 
Being One traces the path of finding individual voice and regaining human connection. The work addresses how 
we live in, observe, and act upon the world around us. Those who stop and question, then decide to make their 
own way, struggle and are often ostracized. Being One follows a solo figure who fights to break away from what 
is expected. The ensemble represents the public body and their movement conveys precision, power, and elements 
of complacency. The soloist’s movement then shifts away from this, becoming more tender and personal, fueled 
by passion and rebellion. Being One is about conflict and inner resolution, representing a window into self-
affirmation and the deep need for engaging with the people and events around us. 
 
ABOUT THE COMPANY: 
 
Kaley Pruitt has been working in New York City as a dancer and choreographer since 2011. Kaley Pruitt Dance 
investigates the human experience and explores the intrinsic communication between bodies in space. The work 
spans comedic dance-theater to an abstract concert aesthetic. Kaley always aims to create a dance environment to 
experience an escape. She is interested in bringing dance back into the public sphere through traditional vs. non-
traditional performance settings. Kaley’s choreography has been presented at Triskelion Arts, Chez Bushwick, 
The Center for Performance Research, Abby Bender’s Built on Stilts Festival on Martha’s Vineyard, The Secret 
Theater, Ketchum Arts Commission, Dixon Place, Movement Research, Niagara, and Nancy Smith Fichter Dance 
Theatre. www.kaleypruitt.wordpress.com 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 

For more information, visit www.triskelionarts.org. 
8pm in the Muriel Schulman Theater at Triskelion Arts 

106 Calyer Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222 
TICKETS: $16 general admission – kpd2014.brownpapertickets.com 

mailto:michelle@michelletabnickcommunications.com
http://www.triskelionarts.org/
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350 WALNUT AVENUE
7:15  OCHI GALLERY

320 FIRST AVENUE

6:15  FRIESEN GALLERY

191 FIFTH STREET

5:15  SUN VALLEY CENTER 
FOR THE ARTS

PERFORMANCES DURING 
GALLERY WALK

Performances sponsored by 
The Ketchum Arts Commission

with the participation of 
Sun Valley Center for the Arts

Friesen Gallery
and Ochi Gallery

a series of site specific dances  & 
other solos by Kaley Pruitt
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THE COMPANY 2022-20232022-2023

Jonathan Kim.......Jonathan Kim.................................................. ........................................... since since 20192019
Megan O’Brien.......................................................... Megan O’Brien.......................................................... 20212021
Trung “Daniel” Do......................................................2018Trung “Daniel” Do......................................................2018
Elle Johansen.............................................................2017 Elle Johansen.............................................................2017 
Caleb Daly...................................................................2022Caleb Daly...................................................................2022
Ursula Perry .................................................................. 2013Ursula Perry .................................................................. 2013
Lindsey Faber..............................................................2021 Lindsey Faber..............................................................2021 
Lauren Curley...............................................................2014Lauren Curley...............................................................2014
Jacob Lewis......................................................Jacob Lewis................................................................. ........... 20222022

from left to rightD A N C E R S
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Linda C. Smith.............................Artistic / Executive DirectorLinda C. Smith.............................Artistic / Executive Director
Nicholas Cendese...Artistic Associate / Development DirectorNicholas Cendese...Artistic Associate / Development Director
Lynne Larson.............Artistic Associate / Education DirectorLynne Larson.............Artistic Associate / Education Director
Stephanie Shiozaki........................PR & Marketing DirectorStephanie Shiozaki........................PR & Marketing Director
Ricklen Nobis.............................Musical & Booking DirectorRicklen Nobis.............................Musical & Booking Director
Ben Wickham..................................Administrative AssistantBen Wickham..................................Administrative Assistant
Laura Smith...........................................................BookkeeperLaura Smith...........................................................Bookkeeper
Pilar I..............................................Production Stage ManagerPilar I..............................................Production Stage Manager
Megan O’Brien......................................Education SpecialistMegan O’Brien......................................Education Specialist
Austin Hardy ....................Education & Technology AssistantAustin Hardy ....................Education & Technology Assistant
Kara Komarnitsky .............Audience Engagement AssistantKara Komarnitsky .............Audience Engagement Assistant

S T A F F

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Karen Thompson, Karen Thompson, ChairChair.........Equity Real Estate St. George.........Equity Real Estate St. George
John G. Francis, John G. Francis, Vice Chair Vice Chair ....................University of Utah....................University of Utah
Joanna Johnston, Joanna Johnston, TreasurerTreasurer ........................... BDO USA, LLP ........................... BDO USA, LLP
Jonathan Vaas, Jonathan Vaas, SecretarySecretary .........................................Adobe .........................................Adobe
Linda C Smith, Ex Officio ............. Repertory Dance TheatreLinda C Smith, Ex Officio ............. Repertory Dance Theatre
Paul Chung............................................. The McGillis SchoolPaul Chung............................................. The McGillis School
Michael Hamblin.......................... retired professor of danceMichael Hamblin.......................... retired professor of dance
Jonathan Hickerson..................................Trimble/SketchUpJonathan Hickerson..................................Trimble/SketchUp
Jaelynn Jenkins.................................................. Wharton LawJaelynn Jenkins.................................................. Wharton Law
Jen Jenkins........................University of Utah Health CareJen Jenkins........................University of Utah Health Care
Lindsay Mattes ..........................................Kids On The MoveLindsay Mattes ..........................................Kids On The Move
Hadley Rampton..............................................Phillips GalleryHadley Rampton..............................................Phillips Gallery
Lynne Wimmer............................retired professor of danceLynne Wimmer............................retired professor of dance

For more information on RDT’s Boards, including For more information on RDT’s Boards, including 
affiliations, click hereaffiliations, click here

https://rdtutah.org/about-us/the-company
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NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD
Susan Boskoff...............................................Salt Lake City, UT Susan Boskoff...............................................Salt Lake City, UT 
Skip Branch....................................................Salt Lake City, UTSkip Branch....................................................Salt Lake City, UT
Bill Evans....................................................Port Townsend, WABill Evans....................................................Port Townsend, WA
Nicole Guillemet................................................Cambridge, MANicole Guillemet................................................Cambridge, MA
Francis V. Hanson........................................Salt Lake City, UTFrancis V. Hanson........................................Salt Lake City, UT
Richard Jaffe, MD........................................Salt Lake City, UTRichard Jaffe, MD........................................Salt Lake City, UT
Scott Killian.........................................................New York, NYScott Killian.........................................................New York, NY
Sharee Lane................................................Salt Lake City, UT Sharee Lane................................................Salt Lake City, UT 
Barbara J. Lewis.........................................South Jordan, UTBarbara J. Lewis.........................................South Jordan, UT
Bonnie Phillips ............................................Salt Lake City, UTBonnie Phillips ............................................Salt Lake City, UT
Alice Larkin Steiner......................................Salt Lake City, UTAlice Larkin Steiner......................................Salt Lake City, UT
Judith Voye......................................................Salt Lake City, UTJudith Voye......................................................Salt Lake City, UT
Nina Watt............................................................Hartford, CTNina Watt............................................................Hartford, CT
Natosha Washington..................................Salt Lake City, UTNatosha Washington..................................Salt Lake City, UT
Ivan Weber.........................................................Salt Lake City, UTIvan Weber.........................................................Salt Lake City, UT
Cynthia Yeo..................................................Salt Lake City, UTCynthia Yeo..................................................Salt Lake City, UT
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE/ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
RDT continues its 57th season with SOJOURN exploring RDT continues its 57th season with SOJOURN exploring 
choreographic visions of community, contemporary issues, choreographic visions of community, contemporary issues, 
and the nature of human relationships created by Natosha and the nature of human relationships created by Natosha 
Washington, Cherylyn Lavagnino, Kaley Pruitt, and Tyler Schnese.Washington, Cherylyn Lavagnino, Kaley Pruitt, and Tyler Schnese.

During this season of “connection” we are expanding ways to During this season of “connection” we are expanding ways to 
nurture the art of choreography, to provide opportunities for nurture the art of choreography, to provide opportunities for 
collaboration with community members, and to serve schools by collaboration with community members, and to serve schools by 
providing activities and resource material that will help broaden providing activities and resource material that will help broaden 
a student’s vision and stimulate their confidence to explore and a student’s vision and stimulate their confidence to explore and 
create. create. 

Experiencing the pandemic has given our company a deeper Experiencing the pandemic has given our company a deeper 
appreciation for each opportunity we have to connect to one appreciation for each opportunity we have to connect to one 
another through the arts. We are thrilled to experience the joy another through the arts. We are thrilled to experience the joy 
of performing for live, in-person audiences in our home theatre of performing for live, in-person audiences in our home theatre 
once again and to be able to take our movement classes and once again and to be able to take our movement classes and 
demonstrations into the schools. These activities remind us why demonstrations into the schools. These activities remind us why 
the performing arts are so important in our lives.  the performing arts are so important in our lives.  

During the pandemic, RDT has also learned that developing new During the pandemic, RDT has also learned that developing new 
pathways to serve our community are essential. Our new pathways to serve our community are essential. Our new Arts-Arts-
In-Education website, In-Education website, Dance to LearnDance to Learn,, offers curriculum, lesson  offers curriculum, lesson 
plans, videos, photographs, and inspiration which now connects plans, videos, photographs, and inspiration which now connects 
with over 59,000 students and teachers annually.with over 59,000 students and teachers annually.

RDT’s touring initiative, RDT’s touring initiative, On The Road AgainOn The Road Again, started last year, will , started last year, will 
continue to connect with audiences in Kayenta, Park City, Ogden, continue to connect with audiences in Kayenta, Park City, Ogden, 
Logan and Cedar City, Utah.  RDT will also tour to Port Angeles Logan and Cedar City, Utah.  RDT will also tour to Port Angeles 
and Port Townsend, WA.and Port Townsend, WA.

Each performance, each class, and outreach activity enhances Each performance, each class, and outreach activity enhances 
our understanding of the power of dance. They validate our our understanding of the power of dance. They validate our 
mission to perform, create, preserve, educate, and build mission to perform, create, preserve, educate, and build 
community. Thank you for being part of SOJOURN as you community. Thank you for being part of SOJOURN as you 
connect to the dancers, to the choreographers and to one connect to the dancers, to the choreographers and to one 
another. Enjoy!another. Enjoy!

https://rdtdancetolearn.org
https://rdtdancetolearn.org
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Repertory Dance Theatre believes that all 
peoples, their cultures, and their art contribute 

to the meaning and understanding of our 
humanity and should be honored and 

celebrated.

RDT firmly stands against racism in all forms. 
We, as a Company, denounce racism, bigotry, 

and intolerance in our state and across the 
nation. We are committed to learning, growing, 

and listening as we work toward a more 
equitable world for all.

RDT acknowledges that this land, which is 
named for the Ute Tribe, is the traditional and 
ancestral homeland of the Shoshone, Paiute, 

Goshute, and Ute Tribes. 

We recognize and respect the enduring 
relationship that exists between many 

Indigenous peoples and their traditional 
homelands. We respect the sovereign 

relationship between tribes, states, and the 
federal government, and we affirm RDT’s 
commitment to a partnership with Native 

Nations and Urban Indian communities through 
our artistic, education, and community outreach 

activities.
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J E A N N E  W A G N E R  T H E A T R E
R O S E  W A G N E R  P E R F O R M I N G  A R T S  C E N T E R

N O V .  1 7 - 1 9 , 2 0 2 2

SOJOURN runs approximately 70 minutes with no intermission. There will be 
a short video preceding each piece.

unsetunset  (world-premiere)(world-premiere)      
Choreography Tyler Schnese (winner of RDT’s 

REGALIA 2022)
Music: Róisín Murphy
Lighting Pilar I
Costumes Christopher Larson & Tyler Schnese
Assistant to the 
choreographer

Kimberly Fulmer Mullins

Cast:   Caleb Daly, Trung “Daniel” Do,  Lindsey 
Faber, Elle Johansen Megan O’Brien, 
Ursula Perry 

  
Note: A massive thank you to Róisín Murphy for endorsing 
this interpretation of her track, Thoughts Wasted.

Wiggle-friendly ARTventures for kids & families 
Second Saturday of every month, September-May

https://rdtutah.org/ring-around-the-rose
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TriptychTriptych  (2014) (2014)     

Choreography Cherylyn Lavagnino
Music: Scott Killian
Lighting Pilar I
Costumes re-created after the original design by 

Christopher Larson
Cast:   Duet

Duet
Solo

Trung “Daniel” Do & Jonathan Kim
Lindsey Faber & Jacob Lewis
Ursula Perry (Thu. & Sat.), Lauren Curley 
(Fri.)

Note: Triptych features reverent, intertwining sections 
using an original score by longtime RDT collaborator Scott 
Killian. Through abstraction, Lavagnino’s choreography 
references several Christian icons; the distinct qualities 
of each dancer embody the individual nature of spiritual 
expression. 

HoldHold  (2021)(2021)      
Choreography Kaley Pruitt
Music: Samuel Barber
Lighting Pilar I
Cast:   

.
Lauren Curley, Caleb Daly, Trung 
“Daniel” Do, Lindsey Faber, Jacob 
Lewis, Elle Johansen, Jonathan Kim, 
Ursula Perry

  
Note: Hold emerged from reflecting on what is 
personal but also universal to each of us. The pandemic 
has brought on a shared global experience that is 
unprecedented. The work looks at how this upheaval has 
allowed us to de-center our own narratives and realize 
our impact on the larger communities around us.  Set to 
Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings, Hold leaves space 
for doubt and hope simultaneously. The piece asks what 
it means to not defeat something, but instead transform 
ourselves for the better because it remains. Hold orients 
us inside this present moment with attuned awareness of 
our humanity and greater connections.
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Say Their Names (part i)Say Their Names (part i)  (2018)   (2018)   

Choreography Natosha Washington
Music: Max Richter, Luca D’Alberto
Lighting Pilar I
Costumes Natosha Washington
Cast:   Lauren Curley, Caleb Daly, Trung “Daniel” 

Do, Lindsey Faber, Elle Johansen, 
Jonathan Kim, Jacob Lewis, Megan 
O’Brien, Ursula Perry

Note: It is in the denigration of a people that we lose 
our humanity. Where will you stand when you hear their 
names?

FEB. 4 
2023

RDT’s annual choreographic competition returns 
LIVE... a party, a process, a performance... as four 

choreographers create new work in record time to 
vie for an RDT commission.

https://rdtutah.org/show-item/regalia-2023
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS

CHERYLYN LAVAGNINO CHERYLYN LAVAGNINO 
Cherylyn Lavagnino has a BA in Cherylyn Lavagnino has a BA in 
Philosophy (USC), and an MFA Philosophy (USC), and an MFA 
in Dance (Tisch, NYU) where in Dance (Tisch, NYU) where 
she served as Chair 2006-2014. she served as Chair 2006-2014. 
Lavagnino toured nationally as Lavagnino toured nationally as 
soloist with the Pennsylvania soloist with the Pennsylvania 
Ballet.  She has performed a Ballet.  She has performed a 
range of classical repertoire range of classical repertoire 
and contemporary work by and contemporary work by 
choreographers including choreographers including 
Balanchine, John Butler, Hans Van Balanchine, John Butler, Hans Van 
Manen, and Tere O’Connor, and Manen, and Tere O’Connor, and 
the diversity of these experiences the diversity of these experiences 

has informed the dialogue between classical and has informed the dialogue between classical and 
contemporary in her work with Cherylyn Lavagnino Dance contemporary in her work with Cherylyn Lavagnino Dance 
(CLD).  Ms. Lavagnino has created over forty works since (CLD).  Ms. Lavagnino has created over forty works since 
2000 when the platform for her choreography became 2000 when the platform for her choreography became 
CLD. Many of those works were created collaboratively CLD. Many of those works were created collaboratively 
with composer Scott Killian and more recently Martin with composer Scott Killian and more recently Martin 
Bresnick. Lavagnino’s choreography has been presented Bresnick. Lavagnino’s choreography has been presented 
in New York City and beyond: by The New Festival in in New York City and beyond: by The New Festival in 
Beijing, Bryant Park, Danspace Project at St. Mark’s Beijing, Bryant Park, Danspace Project at St. Mark’s 
Church, Dance Theater Workshop, Symphony Space, Church, Dance Theater Workshop, Symphony Space, 
Jacob’s Pillow, The Yard, Kaatsban International Dance Jacob’s Pillow, The Yard, Kaatsban International Dance 
Center, Indianapolis City Ballet’s Evening with the Stars, Center, Indianapolis City Ballet’s Evening with the Stars, 
Intermezzo Dance, and The Joyce Theatre’s “Evening Intermezzo Dance, and The Joyce Theatre’s “Evening 
Stars” series. Ms. Lavagnino is an Alpert Award nominee Stars” series. Ms. Lavagnino is an Alpert Award nominee 
for choreography and recipient of a space grant residency for choreography and recipient of a space grant residency 
from the Baryshnikov Arts Center. Her choreography has from the Baryshnikov Arts Center. Her choreography has 
been supported by the O’Donnell-Green Foundation, been supported by the O’Donnell-Green Foundation, 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Harkness Foundation for Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Harkness Foundation for 
Dance, American Music Center, and the Lower Manhattan Dance, American Music Center, and the Lower Manhattan 
Cultural Council.Cultural Council.
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KALEY PRUITTKALEY PRUITT
Kaley Pruitt is originally from 
Ketchum, Idaho. She received her 
professional training at Idyllwild Arts 
Academy, The Boston Conservatory, 
& Florida State University.  She has 
her MFA in Dance & Choreography 
from the University of Wisconsin 
Milwaukee where she was awarded 
the Distinguished Graduate Student 
Fellowship.  She has her BFA in Dance 
from Florida State and was a member 
of their performing group, Dance 
Repertory Theatre under the direction 

of Lynda Davis. She has been working in New York City as a 
dancer and choreographer since 2011. Kaley has served on 
the dance faculty at Illinois State University & Illinois Wesleyan 
University and was previously modern faculty at Steffi Nossen 
School of Dance. Kaley is currently an assistant professor at 
SUNY Brockport in New York. She is currently an assistant 
professor of dance at SUNY Brockport in New York.

TYLER SCHNESETYLER SCHNESE
Tyler Schnese is from Appleton, 
WI where he studied with Jeanette 
Makaroff before receiving a BFA from 
SUNY Purchase. Tyler was a soloist 
with the Hessisches Staatsballet in 
Wiesbaden/Darmstadt and later, 
Gibney Dance Company in New 
York City. He has performed works 
by Alexander Ekman, Crystal Pite, 
George Balanchine, Nicolo Fonte, Bill 
T. Jones, Richard Siegal and Marcos 
Morau (La Veronal) among others. 
He received a nomination for the 

German Stage Prize (Der Faust) in 2016 for his interpretation 
of the title role in Tim Plegge’s Kaspar Hauser. In addition 
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to teaching at various institutions in the US and abroad, 
Tyler continues to work with Gibney as a Lead Actionist 
facilitating movement workshops with survivors of trauma. 
As a choreographer, movement director, and dancer he 
has worked on short films and music videos for Steve Aoki, 
Sting, Damani Pompey, Naima Ramos-Chapman, and Emma 
Sophia Caymares. Tyler is currently a Ballet MFA candidate 
and Graduate Teaching Assistant at the University of Utah, 
pursuing a certificate in Gender Studies. He was the winner of 
RDT’s REGALIA choreographic commission in 2022.

NATOSHA WASHINGTONNATOSHA WASHINGTON
Born in the south, and now living in 
Utah, Natosha Washington received 
her BFA in Modern Dance at the 
U of Utah in 2005. Since then she 
concurrently creates dance, teaches 
and serves the community, e.g.  on 
the Salt Lake school district’s Equity 
Task Force or performing at the 
Martin Luther King Jr Day celebration. 
She first taught at Judge Memorial 
High, then Northwest Middle and 
now at West High, serving as its art 
department chair, dance specialist 

and dance company director. She received the award for 
Best Of State for all Public Education K-12 while at Northwest. 
Professional and collegiate companies in Utah, Idaho, W. 
Virginia and Texas have performed her work. Negotiating 
stereotyping, privilege, and identity each day as a Black 
woman, Washington embraces the challenges presented. 
Recognizing that art is only as strong as the community it 
serves, she focuses on illuminating and facilitating mutual 
respect and understanding as a teacher, mentor, creator and 
community leader.
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CLAIRE WESTBYCLAIRE WESTBY
Claire Westby is originally from Minnesota and now resides 
in Brooklyn. She holds a BFA in Dance from Tisch School 
of the Arts NYU and also studied at Salzburg Experimental 
Academy of Dance (SEAD). Westby is an adjunct faculty 
member at Tisch School of the Arts NYU and has also taught 
dance at Columbia College Chicago, Gibney Dance, Mark 
Morris Dance Center, Steps on Broadway, and Jacob’s Pillow. 
She is currently a member of Cherylyn Lavagnino Dance as 
well as Liz Gerring Dance Company, Third Rail’s production 
of ‘Then She Fell’, and Helen Simoneau Danse. Claire has 
also performed in and helped create original roles in works 
by Gwen Welliver, Benjamin Kimitch, John Jasperse and 
RoseAnne Spradlin. 

JAN.6-7 
2 0 2 3

A celebration of community 
connection featuring 
choreography by the 

RDT dancers & staff with 
performers from across the 

Wasatch Front.

https://rdtutah.org/show-item/emerge-23
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REPERTORY DANCE THEATRE 
THE COMPANY

LINDA C. SMITHLINDA C. SMITH
EXECUTIVE/ART IST IC  DIRECTOREXECUTIVE/ART IST IC  DIRECTOR

A native of Utah, Linda began A native of Utah, Linda began 
her career in dance at the age her career in dance at the age 
of four with Virginia Tanner’s of four with Virginia Tanner’s 
Children’s Dance Theatre. In 1966 Children’s Dance Theatre. In 1966 
she become a founding member she become a founding member 
of Repertory Dance Theatre of Repertory Dance Theatre 
where she fulfilled her dream of where she fulfilled her dream of 
becoming a performer, teacher, becoming a performer, teacher, 
choreographer, writer, producer choreographer, writer, producer 
and eventually, in 1983, the and eventually, in 1983, the 
Artistic Director for the company. Artistic Director for the company. 
Her pursuits have led to the Her pursuits have led to the 

development of the Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center, to development of the Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center, to 
the establishment of the RDT Community School, to providing the establishment of the RDT Community School, to providing 
commissions for established and emerging choreographers, commissions for established and emerging choreographers, 
and to the creation of multi-disciplinary activities that focus on and to the creation of multi-disciplinary activities that focus on 
the dance history, the environment, social issues, multi-ethnic the dance history, the environment, social issues, multi-ethnic 
history, sustainability and community.  Linda’s performing history, sustainability and community.  Linda’s performing 
experience spans over 90 works. She has taught in over experience spans over 90 works. She has taught in over 
1000 schools bringing the magic of dance to students and 1000 schools bringing the magic of dance to students and 
teachers with her unique demonstrations, lectures, classes teachers with her unique demonstrations, lectures, classes 
and professional development workshops. She is most at and professional development workshops. She is most at 
home encouraging audiences of all ages to imagine, create home encouraging audiences of all ages to imagine, create 
and communicate with the language of movement.and communicate with the language of movement.  
Linda is a graduate and a Faculty Emeritus of dance at the Linda is a graduate and a Faculty Emeritus of dance at the 
University of Utah and is a certified Movement Specialist University of Utah and is a certified Movement Specialist 
in the Utah Artists-in-Education Program. She has received in the Utah Artists-in-Education Program. She has received 
numerous honors including “Honors in the Arts” awards numerous honors including “Honors in the Arts” awards 
from the Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce; the “Outstanding from the Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce; the “Outstanding 
Achievement Award in Art” from the YWCA; “Community Achievement Award in Art” from the YWCA; “Community 
Builders “Award  from Utah Women’s Alliance for Building Builders “Award  from Utah Women’s Alliance for Building 
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Community; recognition by Utah Business Magazine as “A Community; recognition by Utah Business Magazine as “A 
Women to Watch, one of  30 Utah Visionaries”; The University Women to Watch, one of  30 Utah Visionaries”; The University 
of Utah’s College of Fine Arts Distinguished Alumni Award of Utah’s College of Fine Arts Distinguished Alumni Award 
2016; 15 Bytes Selected Linda as One of Utah’s 15 for 2018; 2016; 15 Bytes Selected Linda as One of Utah’s 15 for 2018; 
The State’s Most Influential Artists Award (2019); 2019 The State’s Most Influential Artists Award (2019); 2019 
Utah Business Women of the Year; UNA Utah Non-Profit Utah Business Women of the Year; UNA Utah Non-Profit 
Association 2019 Outstanding Nonprofit Leader of the year; Association 2019 Outstanding Nonprofit Leader of the year; 
The Madeleine Arts & Humanities Award in 2020.The Madeleine Arts & Humanities Award in 2020.

NICHOLAS CENDESENICHOLAS CENDESE
ARTISTIC ASSOCIATE / DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORARTISTIC ASSOCIATE / DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

Nicholas Cendese is a Utah native Nicholas Cendese is a Utah native 
who grew a beard in 2012 and his who grew a beard in 2012 and his 
life has never been the same. Before life has never been the same. Before 
the birth of bearded Nick, he started the birth of bearded Nick, he started 
dancing in 6th Grade with Children’s dancing in 6th Grade with Children’s 
Dance Theatre. Years and years of Dance Theatre. Years and years of 
dance training culminated with his dance training culminated with his 
graduation from the University of graduation from the University of 
Utah with a BFA in modern dance Utah with a BFA in modern dance 
in 2001 and a job with Repertory in 2001 and a job with Repertory 
Dance Theatre – where he performed Dance Theatre – where he performed 
professionally for 11 years and professionally for 11 years and 
is now an Artistic Associate and is now an Artistic Associate and 

Development Director. For the last 8 years, Nick owned South Development Director. For the last 8 years, Nick owned South 
Valley Creative Dance selling it to new owners in 2020.  He Valley Creative Dance selling it to new owners in 2020.  He 
continues to teach at the studio and support the new owners.  continues to teach at the studio and support the new owners.  
Before that, he ran his own independent dance company, Before that, he ran his own independent dance company, 
RawMoves, with Natosha Washington, and has taught at Miss RawMoves, with Natosha Washington, and has taught at Miss 
Margene’s Creative Classroom for 15 years.Margene’s Creative Classroom for 15 years.
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LYNNE LARSON LYNNE LARSON 
ARTIST IC  ASSOCIATE /  EDUCATION DIRECTORARTIST IC  ASSOCIATE /  EDUCATION DIRECTOR

received a BFA in Dance from received a BFA in Dance from 
Western Michigan University and Western Michigan University and 
a MFA in Dance from University of a MFA in Dance from University of 
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana.  She Illinois at Champaign-Urbana.  She 
danced professionally with Martita danced professionally with Martita 
Goshen’s Earthworks, Repertory Goshen’s Earthworks, Repertory 
Dance Theatre, SBDance and Koester Dance Theatre, SBDance and Koester 
& Dancers.  In 2007, she was named & Dancers.  In 2007, she was named 
Education Director for Repertory Education Director for Repertory 
Dance Theatre, and in 2014, Artistic Dance Theatre, and in 2014, Artistic 
Associate as well.  She coordinates all Associate as well.  She coordinates all 
arts-in-education activities for RDT as arts-in-education activities for RDT as 

well as directs RDT’s annual Summerdance and Winterdance well as directs RDT’s annual Summerdance and Winterdance 
Workshops and High School / Young Dancer Summer Workshops and High School / Young Dancer Summer 
Workshops. Lynne rehearsal-directs numerous pieces in the Workshops. Lynne rehearsal-directs numerous pieces in the 
RDT repertory and assists in artistic long range planning for RDT repertory and assists in artistic long range planning for 
the company.  Lynne is an accomplished teacher of students the company.  Lynne is an accomplished teacher of students 
K-professional in creative movement and modern dance.  K-professional in creative movement and modern dance.  
She has been a presenter for the last four years at UtahShe has been a presenter for the last four years at Utah  State State 
Board of Education’s Secondary and Elementary Annual Board of Education’s Secondary and Elementary Annual 
Physical Education Conferences. Lynne is an Adjunct Assistant Physical Education Conferences. Lynne is an Adjunct Assistant 
Professor at the University of Utah in the School of Dance for the Professor at the University of Utah in the School of Dance for the 
Teaching Methods/Pedagogy Elementary Education Classes.Teaching Methods/Pedagogy Elementary Education Classes.

LAUREN CURLEY LAUREN CURLEY DANCERDANCER
Lauren Curley began her training in 
Lowell, Massachusetts at Walker’s 
Dance. She was a scholarship 
recipient at the University of 
Hartford’s The Hartt School, 
graduating Summa Cum Laude with 
her BFA in Dance Performance. In 
her time at Hartt, Lauren furthered 
her training at the José Limón 
Dance Foundation, Martha Graham 
School, Paul Taylor’s American 
Modern Dance, and Henny Jurrien 
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Stichting (NL). Upon graduating she was offered a contract 
with Repertory Dance Theatre, where she has performed 
works by world-renowned choreographers such as José 
Limón, Doris Humphrey, Donald McKayle, Lar Lubovitch, 
and Danielle Agami. Lauren is a faculty member at Creative 
Arts Academy and teaches master classes at studios and 
University programs throughout the country. She has been a 
member of the company since 2014.

CALEB DALY, CALEB DALY, DANCERDANCER
Caleb Daly, originally from 
Cheyenne, WY, began his dance 
training at the age of eight at En 
Avant Dance Studio. In his earlier 
years of dancing he was exposed 
to a wide variety of dance styles 
and techniques. After graduating in 
2018, he attended the University of 
Wyoming where he will be receiving 
his BFA in Dance Performance, 
spring 2022. Throughout his time 
in college, Caleb has studied with 

faculty such as Jen Deckert, Juliana Freude, Cat Kamrath. 
Marsha Knight, André Megerdichian, and Margaret Wilson. 
Throughout his studies, he trained in techniques including 
José Limón, Martha Graham, Merce Cunningham, Lester 
Horton and Laban/Barteneiff Fundamentals. He has 
performed repertory by José Limón and Paul Taylor and 
original works by world-renowned artists. Caleb is very 
enthusiastic about joining Repertory Dance Theatre in 2022 
and continuing to develop his artistry with the company.
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TRUNG “DANIEL”  DOTRUNG “DANIEL”  DO   DANCERDANCER
Trung “Daniel” Do was born and Trung “Daniel” Do was born and 
raised in Salt Lake City, Utah and raised in Salt Lake City, Utah and 
received his BFA in Modern Dance received his BFA in Modern Dance 
from the University of Utah. After from the University of Utah. After 
graduating college, he relocated graduating college, he relocated 
to Portland, Oregon where he to Portland, Oregon where he 
collaborated and performed with collaborated and performed with 
Shaun Keylock Company and Shaun Keylock Company and 
Polaris Dance Theatre. He was then Polaris Dance Theatre. He was then 
offered and accepted a contract offered and accepted a contract 
with Repertory Dance Theatre (RDT) with Repertory Dance Theatre (RDT) 
and is now on his fourth season with and is now on his fourth season with 

the company. Since joining RDT, he has had the pleasure the company. Since joining RDT, he has had the pleasure 
of performing works by José Limón, Lar Lubovitch, Donald of performing works by José Limón, Lar Lubovitch, Donald 
McKayle, Bebe Miller, Ihsan Rustem, Noa Zuk and others. McKayle, Bebe Miller, Ihsan Rustem, Noa Zuk and others. 
He has been a guest dancer with Ririe Woodbury Dance He has been a guest dancer with Ririe Woodbury Dance 
Company and the Nikolais/Louis Foundation for Dance for Company and the Nikolais/Louis Foundation for Dance for 
their Alwin Nikolais France tour.  He also serves as Assistant their Alwin Nikolais France tour.  He also serves as Assistant 
Director to project-based company, Cat + Fish Dances. Director to project-based company, Cat + Fish Dances. 

LINDSEY FABERLINDSEY FABER   DANCERDANCER
Lindsey Faber was born and raised Lindsey Faber was born and raised 
in Salt Lake City and started dancing in Salt Lake City and started dancing 
at the age of two with Mary Anne at the age of two with Mary Anne 
Lee and Joni Wilson at Tanner Lee and Joni Wilson at Tanner 
Dance at the University of Utah. Dance at the University of Utah. 
She followed her passion for dance She followed her passion for dance 
and continued her training at Salt and continued her training at Salt 
Lake School for The Performing Lake School for The Performing 
Arts under the direction of Bethany Arts under the direction of Bethany 
Hansen until 2016. Lindsey then Hansen until 2016. Lindsey then 
went on to graduate Summa went on to graduate Summa 
Cum Laude from The Boston Cum Laude from The Boston 

Conservatory at Berklee with a BFA in contemporary dance Conservatory at Berklee with a BFA in contemporary dance 
performance in the spring of 2020. During her time at The performance in the spring of 2020. During her time at The 
Conservatory, Lindsey trained under professionals such as Conservatory, Lindsey trained under professionals such as 
Joy Davis, Marcus Schulkind, Mario Alberto Zambrano, Kurt Joy Davis, Marcus Schulkind, Mario Alberto Zambrano, Kurt 
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Douglas, and other esteemed faculty.  Also in her time at Douglas, and other esteemed faculty.  Also in her time at 
The Conservatory she performed in works by José Limón, The Conservatory she performed in works by José Limón, 
Juel D. Lane, Yuri Yanowsky, and experienced repertory Juel D. Lane, Yuri Yanowsky, and experienced repertory 
from many world-renowned artists. Lindsey also has had the from many world-renowned artists. Lindsey also has had the 
opportunity to attend intensives and workshops with artists opportunity to attend intensives and workshops with artists 
and companies such as Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company, The and companies such as Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company, The 
Henny Jurriëns Studio, Repertory Dance Theatre, Yin Yue, and Henny Jurriëns Studio, Repertory Dance Theatre, Yin Yue, and 
The Graham School. She has a deep interest in choreography The Graham School. She has a deep interest in choreography 
and showcased two works at The Conservatory, and showcased two works at The Conservatory, PersonaPersona and  and 
My House Blew Into The Ocean. My House Blew Into The Ocean. This is Lindsey’s first season This is Lindsey’s first season 
with RDT and she is so excited to be a part of this incredible with RDT and she is so excited to be a part of this incredible 
community.community.

ELLE JOHANSEN ELLE JOHANSEN DANCERDANCER
Elle Johansen, originally from Salt 
Lake City Utah, began her dance 
training at the age of 9 with the 
Janet Gray School in Salt Lake City 
Utah. There she was disciplined 
in Ballet, Modern, and Jazz. Elle 
received her BFA in Modern Dance 
from the University of Utah in 2015 
where she was awarded both “The 
Outstanding Senior Award” and 
“The Student Service Award.” Elle 
has always had a passion for dance 

education and initially began her career with RDT as a teacher 
in their Arts in Education Program. She currently has her 
teaching certification in Progressing Ballet Technique (PBT) 
and in 2021 she was a participant in Anne Green Gilbers’ 
Brain-Compatible Dance Education (BCDE) workshop. She 
continues to teach master classes and workshops throughout 
the Salt Lake Valley. Elle was initially a guest dancer with 
RDT in 2015 and officially joined the company in 2017. Since 
joining the company she performed works of renowned 
choreographers such as José Limón, Doris Humphrey, Daniel 
Nagrin, Lar Lubovitch, and Elizabeth Waters. When not 
working with RDT, Elle is a dedicated Realtor® and loves to 
help people, “dance their way into a new home.” 
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JONATHAN KIM JONATHAN KIM DANCERDANCER
Jonathan Kim graduated in 2017 
from California State University, 
Fullerton with a Bachelor’s in Dance. 
He performed “august,” a piece by 
Colin Connor and Debra Noble, at 
the 2016 American College Dance 
Association National Festival and the 
inaugural Jacob’s Pillow American 
College Dance Association Gala 
Highlights at the 2016 Inside/Out 
Festival. He worked with Lineage 
Dance Company, SJDanceCo, 
Kelly Alvarez and Artists, Embark 

Dance Theatre, and most recently performed with SALT 
Contemporary Dance for their 6th season while directing the 
SALT Pro Training Program. He performed works by Doris 
Humphrey, Donald McKayle, Gustavo Ramirez-Sansano, 
Brendan Duggan, Penny Saunders, Nicholas Palmquist, Hilary 
Thomas, and Joni McDonald. After guesting in Repertory 
Dance Theatre’s 2018 fall concert SPIRIT, he became a 
company member in 2019.

JACOB LEWIS JACOB LEWIS DANCERDANCER
Jacob Lewis is a native of St. Louis, 
Missouri and received his dance 
training at the Center of Creative 
Arts (COCA) led by Lee Nolting. 
In 2010, he was inducted into the 
National Honor Society for Dance 
Arts and was a finalist for the NDEO 
Artistic Merit, Leadership and 
Artistic Award. He attended the 
Ailey/Fordham BFA Program and 
during his time in school performed 
in Alvin Ailey’s “Memoria” during 
the Alvin Ailey American Dance 

Theater’s NY City Center Season. Upon graduation, he joined 
Ailey II where he performed both classical and contemporary 
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works, both nationally and internationally. In 2017 he joined 
TU Dance and participated in the collaboration with Bon Iver’s 
‘Come Through,’ which was performed at the Palace Theater 
(St. Paul, MN,) Hollywood Bowl and The Kennedy Center. 
As of 2021, Lewis has been dancing with the historic ballet 
company, Minnesota Dance Theater in Minneapolis where he 
has performed works by both Loyce and Lise Holton.

MEGAN MARY O’BRIEN MEGAN MARY O’BRIEN DANCERDANCER
MEGAN MARY O’BRIEN is a dancer/
artist from Salt Lake City, Utah. At 
a young age, she fell in love with 
dancing and performing when 
she began to create impromptu 
shows to classic rock songs for 
her mom and dad. For 15 years 
she trained at The Winner School 
extensively in ballet, jazz, hip-hop, 
tap, contemporary, modern, and 
ballroom, as well as competing 
at National and International 

competitions. She continued her training at the University of 
Utah School of Dance with a scholarship and in Spring 2017 
she graduated with a BFA in Modern Dance. Throughout 
her training Megan has had the privilege to learn from and 
work with Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, Company 605 
(Vancouver), Danielle Agami, and the Staatliche Ballettschule 
School located in Berlin, Germany. She has performed in 
works by artists LajaMartin, Lesley Telford, Stephen Koester, 
Nick Blaylock, Sharee Lane, Pamela Handman and Lar 
Lubovitch. She is compelled to share her art and passion with 
the community by nurturing the growth of young artists by 
teaching at local elementary schools and dance studios The 
Winner School and South Valley Creative Dance, as well as 
the Education Associate alongside RDT’s Education Director, 
Lynne Larson.
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URSULA PERRY URSULA PERRY DANCERDANCER
Ursula Perry, a native Houstonian, 
has had an extensive professional 
career as a performing dance artist 
and educator spanning over two 
decades. In 2002, she completed 
the BFA program at the University 
of Utah. After performing for 
numerous companies across the 
United States, she joined Repertory 
Dance Theatre in 2013. Her tenure 
at RDT has yielded to an ever 
enriching understanding of the 

need to create opportunities for the young and old to heal 
through movement. The physical being is not only a tool, 
but a storage space for the human story. It is her belief that 
the power of  movement and grit of raw physicality can heal 
both the body and the mind. 

COMPANY STAFF

STEPHANIE SHIOZAKISTEPHANIE SHIOZAKI
PR/MARKETING PR/MARKETING 
DIRECTORDIRECTOR

RICKLEN NOBISRICKLEN NOBIS
BOOKING/MUSIC BOOKING/MUSIC 
DIRECTORDIRECTOR
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BEN WICKHAMBEN WICKHAM
ADMINISTRATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASS ISTANTASSISTANT

LAURA SMITHLAURA SMITH
BOOKKEEPERBOOKKEEPER

PILAR I . P ILAR I . 
PRODUCTION STAGE PRODUCTION STAGE 
MANAGER /  TECHNICAL MANAGER /  TECHNICAL 
DIRECTORDIRECTOR

AUSTIN HARDYAUSTIN HARDY
EDUCATION & EDUCATION & 
TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANTTECHNOLOGY ASSISTANT

KARA KARA 
KOMARNITSKYKOMARNITSKY
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT 
ASSISTANTASSISTANT
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http://pbsutah.org/hinckley
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RDT CONTRIBUTORS
J u l y  1 ,  2 0 2 1  -  N o v e m b e r  1 1 ,  2 0 2 2J u l y  1 ,  2 0 2 1  -  N o v e m b e r  1 1 ,  2 0 2 2

RDT is a non-profit, 501(c) 3 performing arts organization. All RDT is a non-profit, 501(c) 3 performing arts organization. All 
gifts of cash, stock, product and services are tax deductible gifts of cash, stock, product and services are tax deductible 
as allowed by law. Annual contributions, grants, planned gifts as allowed by law. Annual contributions, grants, planned gifts 
and bequests support the general operation, new works and and bequests support the general operation, new works and 
acquisitions, community events, educational residencies and an acquisitions, community events, educational residencies and an 
endowment to ensure long-term stability for the organization. If endowment to ensure long-term stability for the organization. If 
your company has a matching gift program, please let us know. your company has a matching gift program, please let us know. 

$80,000 & above$80,000 & above
Salt Lake County Zoo, Arts & Parks ProgramSalt Lake County Zoo, Arts & Parks Program
Utah State Office of Education (POPS)Utah State Office of Education (POPS)
      
$20,000 - $79,999$20,000 - $79,999
Emma Eccles Jones FoundationEmma Eccles Jones Foundation
George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles FoundationGeorge S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation
Utah Division of Arts & MuseumsUtah Division of Arts & Museums

$10,000 - $19,999$10,000 - $19,999
Dominion Energy Charitable FoundationDominion Energy Charitable Foundation
Lawrence T. & Janet T. Dee FoundationLawrence T. & Janet T. Dee Foundation
National Endowment for the ArtsNational Endowment for the Arts
Sorenson Legacy FoundationSorenson Legacy Foundation
      
$5,000 - $9,999$5,000 - $9,999
B.W. Bastian FoundationB.W. Bastian Foundation
Jarvis & Constance Doctorow Family FoundationJarvis & Constance Doctorow Family Foundation

*Former Board, Staff or *Former Board, Staff or 
Dancer  Dancer  

**Current Board, Staff, or **Current Board, Staff, or 
Dancer Dancer 

• Sustainers ClubSustainers Club
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$1,000 - 4,999$1,000 - 4,999
For individuals in this category see, For individuals in this category see, 
MAJOR GIFTS & LEGACY DONORSMAJOR GIFTS & LEGACY DONORS
Adobe Adobe 
Burton FoundationBurton Foundation
Chris Wharton LawChris Wharton Law
Andrea Golding Legacy Andrea Golding Legacy 
FoundationFoundation
Rocky Mountain PowerRocky Mountain Power
Marriner S. Eccles FoundationMarriner S. Eccles Foundation
Steiner FoundationSteiner Foundation
The Awareness OptionThe Awareness Option

Legacy FundLegacy Fund
David W. TundermannDavid W. Tundermann

Endowment Donors Endowment Donors 
JulieAnna Facelli & Jonathan JulieAnna Facelli & Jonathan 
Vaas**Vaas**
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Jaffe*Dr. & Mrs. Richard Jaffe*
Francis V.* & Joan HansonFrancis V.* & Joan Hanson
Gay Gallivan McDonough*Gay Gallivan McDonough*
Steiner FoundationSteiner Foundation

$500-$999$500-$999
Abby and Jerome FiatAbby and Jerome Fiat
Richard & Helene Jaffe*Richard & Helene Jaffe*
Scott KillianScott Killian
Lindsay Mattes** •Lindsay Mattes** •
Frosty & Frank Perkins •Frosty & Frank Perkins •
Poonam SoniPoonam Soni

https://rdtdancetolearn.org
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AnonymousAnonymous
Barbara & Joseph Barbara & Joseph 

AndradeAndrade
 Jacque Lynn Bell &  Jacque Lynn Bell & 

Barton PoulsonBarton Poulson
 Paul & Nancy Bray Paul & Nancy Bray
 Nicholas Cendese** &  Nicholas Cendese** & 

Nathan Shaw* Nathan Shaw* ••
 Brent Davis  Brent Davis ••
 Tessa Epstein Tessa Epstein
 Melissa & David Faber Melissa & David Faber
 JulieAnna Facelli &  JulieAnna Facelli & 

Jonathan Vaas**Jonathan Vaas**

 Leslie & John  Leslie & John 
Francis**Francis**

  Scott Killian  Scott Killian
 Martin Kravitz Martin Kravitz
  Gay Gallivan   Gay Gallivan 

McDonoughMcDonough
 Alice & Kevin Steiner Alice & Kevin Steiner
 Karen Thompson** Karen Thompson**
 John and Martha  John and Martha 

VeranthVeranth
Lynne WimmerLynne Wimmer

MAJOR GIFTS
Please join us in thanking these individuals for their annual 

contribution of $1000+

Amy Paul & Rex Amy Paul & Rex 
FalkenrathFalkenrath

Stephanie & Tim Stephanie & Tim 
HarpstHarpst

Richard RowsellRichard Rowsell  ••
Rob & Sharon KainRob & Sharon Kain• • 
Alice & Kevin SteinerAlice & Kevin Steiner

Art Woolston & Art Woolston & 
Connie Jo HepworthConnie Jo Hepworth

Barbara J. LewisBarbara J. Lewis
Bill Evans*Bill Evans*

Linda C. Smith** & Linda C. Smith** & 
Ivan WeberIvan Weber

David Tundermann*David Tundermann*

Legacy Donors
*one-time donation of $10,000+ or $5,000+ donations over 3 year period
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$100-$499$100-$499
Alissa Baird*Alissa Baird*
Angela Banchero-Kelleher*Angela Banchero-Kelleher*
Colleen Bickel*Colleen Bickel*
Greg Bishop •Greg Bishop •
Alan BranchAlan Branch
Paul BrayPaul Bray
Ellen BrombergEllen Bromberg
Cynthia BuckinghamCynthia Buckingham
Ann CarterAnn Carter
Jan Cendese •Jan Cendese •
Paul Chung** •Paul Chung** •
Margene and Kevin Conde •Margene and Kevin Conde •
Theresa Curley •Theresa Curley •
Martin Custen •Martin Custen •
Anne DeckerAnne Decker
Barbara DixonBarbara Dixon
Metta Driscoll* •Metta Driscoll* •
Rob EnceRob Ence
Nicole Guillemet*Nicole Guillemet*
Kathleen Haynes •Kathleen Haynes •
Dale HeislerDale Heisler
Robert HermanRobert Herman
Jonathan Hickerson** •Jonathan Hickerson** •
Jean Irwin •Jean Irwin •

Jaelynn Jenkins** •Jaelynn Jenkins** •
Joanna Johnston** •Joanna Johnston** •
Catherine Kamrath •Catherine Kamrath •
Jennifer Killpack-Knutsen•Jennifer Killpack-Knutsen•
Lynn KoshlandLynn Koshland
Nancy MelichNancy Melich
Amber Mettler* •Amber Mettler* •
Rose Ann Milano •Rose Ann Milano •
Ricklen Nobis**Ricklen Nobis**
Wilson PerryWilson Perry
Linda Roberson •Linda Roberson •
Ronald RubeyRonald Rubey
Andrea SaundersAndrea Saunders
Brent Schneider •Brent Schneider •
Laura Smith**Laura Smith**
Sally SmithwickSally Smithwick
Harrison Smithwick •Harrison Smithwick •
Carolyn and Michael Stransky*Carolyn and Michael Stransky*
Alicia TrumpAlicia Trump
Judith Voye* •Judith Voye* •
Jo-Ann WongJo-Ann Wong
Anand YangAnand Yang
  

Photo by Izzy Arrietta
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$1-$99$1-$99
Amazon SmileAmazon Smile
Zoe Ashe BrowneZoe Ashe Browne
Jack BannermanJack Bannerman
Vonda BarberVonda Barber
Christina BarkerChristina Barker
Tandy BealTandy Beal
Elly BlokkenElly Blokken
Cindy BurCindy Bur
Paul CarpenterPaul Carpenter
Lauren Curley**Lauren Curley**
Meri DeCariaMeri DeCaria
Carolyn DeuelCarolyn Deuel
Trung “Daniel” Do**Trung “Daniel” Do**
Carolyn EricksonCarolyn Erickson
Michael EvansMichael Evans
Alan and Jacqueline FogelAlan and Jacqueline Fogel
Octavia HainesOctavia Haines
Melissa KinneyMelissa Kinney
David KranesDavid Kranes
Kroger – Smith’s Food & DrugKroger – Smith’s Food & Drug
Barbara ListingBarbara Listing
Toni Lugo*Toni Lugo*
Marcia McIntyreMarcia McIntyre
Mark McKeoughMark McKeough
Ron OzminkowskiRon Ozminkowski
David Pace*David Pace*
Hadley Rampton**Hadley Rampton**
Mason ReddMason Redd
Rosalie SchuetteRosalie Schuette
Kastner SimoneKastner Simone
Jeffrey SooHooJeffrey SooHoo
Liz Theriot-DuhonLiz Theriot-Duhon
Alicia TrumpAlicia Trump
John UllmanJohn Ullman
ChienYing Wang*ChienYing Wang*
Patti WeeksPatti Weeks
Palmer FamilyPalmer Family

Thank you to the 
individuals marked 

with • for their monthly 
recurring donations.

For your ongoing support, 
you will enjoy the following 
perks of club membership:

• VIP receptions and 
special performances

• A transferable 
guest pass to one 
drop-in dance class 
every 3 months at 
RDT’s Dance Center 
on Broadway

• 20% discount on 
RDT’s boutique

SUSTAINERS
C L U B

JOIN NOW

https://rdtutah.org/support-us/
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Capitol ParkingCapitol Parking
Leonard HudsonLeonard Hudson
Lynne Wimmer **Lynne Wimmer **
Media OneMedia One
Pilar I.Pilar I.
LoveSacLoveSac
The Body LabThe Body Lab
Wendy JonesWendy Jones
Stephanie Shiozaki**Stephanie Shiozaki**
Pilates RevolutionPilates Revolution
RDT Board of TrusteesRDT Board of Trustees

Salt Lake Roasting Co.Salt Lake Roasting Co.
SnowbirdSnowbird
Steve & Laura** SmithSteve & Laura** Smith
The Kura Door SpaThe Kura Door Spa
Toasters DeliToasters Deli
Utah Symphony | Utah OperaUtah Symphony | Utah Opera
XmissionXmission
Cynthia* & Rob YeoCynthia* & Rob Yeo
Yoshi’s Japanese GrillYoshi’s Japanese Grill

rdtutah.org/rdts-dance-center-on-braodway

AFRICAN // BALLET // BOLLYWOOD // MODERN  
JAZZ // FLAMENCO // PRIME MOVEMENT (40+)

D A N C E  C L A S S E S 
F O R A D U L T S

Partners, Volunteers & In-Kind DonorsPartners, Volunteers & In-Kind Donors
$3,000 & Above$3,000 & Above
Linda C. Smith** & Ivan WeberLinda C. Smith** & Ivan Weber

$1,000-3,000$1,000-3,000
Canyon ServicesCanyon Services
Trial Tech Trial Tech 
Nicholas Cendese** & Nathan Shaw*Nicholas Cendese** & Nathan Shaw*
Sharon Kain PhotographySharon Kain Photography

Under $1,000Under $1,000

https://rdtutah.org/rdts-dance-center-on-broadway
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facebook.com/
RepertoryDanceTheatre

twitter.com/rdtutah
@rdtutah

Click here to subscribe to RDT’s 
monthly newsletter

instagram.com/rdtutah

@rdtutah

vimeo.com/
repertorydancetheatre

youtube.com/
RepertoryDanceUT

https://facebook.com/RepertoryDanceTheatre
https://facebook.com/RepertoryDanceTheatre
https://twitter.com/rdtutah
https://rdtutah.us10.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=0746a3dc3719ef777d0ca631c&id=5b7adef49b
https://instagram.com/rdtutah
https://vimeo.com/repertorydancetheatre
https://youtube.com/RepertoryDanceUT


http://yourdowntownflorist.com
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VIRTUAL SHOW 
AVAILABLE ON-DEMAND BEGINNING 

NOVEMBER 26

USE PROMO CODE “ROSE-WAGNER” TO SAVE $10

Choreography by the RDT 
dancers and staff offering a 

celebration of community 
connection.

J A N . 6 - 7

https://rdtutah.org/show-item/sojourn
https://rdtutah.org/show-item/emerge-2023
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https://UofUhealth.org/dancersclinic
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	Where the audience has the voting power: Repertory Dance Theatre’s Regalia available this week in virtual format, as 4 choreographers set their sights on commission prize | The Utah Review

	KPD_Regalia_2b_Three examples of virtual excellence Plan-B Theatre’s PG Anon, Ririe-Woodbury D.pdf
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	Three examples of virtual excellence: Plan-B Theatre’s P.G. Anon, Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s Home Run; Repertory Dance Theatre’s Regalia | The Utah Review
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	Two excellent dance concerts: Ririe-Woodbury’s Fill in the Blank; Repertory Dance Theatre’s Emerge: Sounds Delightful | The Utah Review


	KPD_Hold_11.15.22_Utah Review_pre performance.pdf
	theutahreview.com
	Repertory Dance Theatre’s Sojourn will feature world premiere of 2022 Regalia commission winner, newly acquired repertoire work, reprises of two recent commissions | The Utah Review
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	theutahreview.com
	Four excellent November programs: NOVA Chamber Music Series’ Britten and Shostakovich, Gina Bachauer International Piano Foundation’s Andrey Gugnin, Repertory Dance Theatre’s Sojourn, Spy Hop’s 20th anniversary PitchNic | The Utah Review
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